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Abstract
ASML is the world's leading provider of lithography systems for the semiconductor industry. To
realize further growth, ASML is also interested in other lithographic markets. One such market is
the production of Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems or MEMS. The demands in this market however are different from those in semiconductor industry, because less stringent technical demands
are accompanied by tighter budgets. One possible measure to limit the costs of lithographic system is the application of commercial systems as a substitute for in house technology, but obviously
this is only advantageous when such systems are able to meet the required specifications at lower
costs.
This report describes a method to separately model each ax1s m a wafer stage that is contigured of modular (commercial) systems, after which the performance of the overall system can be
determined by combining the individual models. This modular approach enables different configurations to be modeled quickly todetermine their applicability. First, a mathematical framework
is defined that allows individual axes to be described as building blocks, which can be combined
to form one kinematic model. Subsequcntly, four error models relate the errors for each individual axis to the separate components comprised by the axis. These four error models respectively
describe geometrie errors, errors due to finite stiffness, thermal behavior and dynamic behavior.
For each axis, the components controller, amplifier, drive, structure, hearings and measurement
system are distinguished.
The presented method is elaborated for the static behavior of the mechanical system, which forms
a clearly defined subset of the full research that has to be performed. Error models are dcfined
for geometrie errors and errors due to the finite stiffness of the structure, drive and hearings.
Furthermore, an introduetion is given to thermal and dynamic error models, which can be used
to extend the model. Based on this introduction, several qualitative design parameters for the
thcrmal and dynamic behavior of the components are derived.
Finally, a case study is done, in which the kinematic model and thc elaborated error models
are applied to three hypothetical alternatives for a specific stage. The resulting outcomes are
sensible, and though they could not be verified using measuring date, they successfully illustrate
the qualitative ability of the model to differentiate between several altcrnatives. The results justify
further research to extend and verify the model, to make it suitable for quantitative analyses.
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ABSTRACT

Samenvatting
ASML is wereldwijde marktleider op het gebied van lithografische systemen voor de semiconductor industrie. Om verdere groei te kunnen realiseren, is ASML tevens geïnteresseerd in andere
lithographische markten. Eén van deze markten is de productie van Micro Electro-Mechanical
Systems of MEMS. Deze markt vraagt echter om een andere benadering dan de semiconductor
markt, omdat de technische eisen weliswaar minder strikt zijn, maar de kosten dienovereenkomstig onder hogere druk staan. Een maatregel om de kosten van lithografische systemen te drukken
kan bestaan uit het toepassen van commerciële systemen als vervanging van in-house technologie,
maar dit heeft uiteraard alleen zin als dergelijke systemen de vereiste prestatics kunnen leveren
tegen lagere kosten.
Dit rapport beschrijft een methode om een wafer stage die is opgebouwd uit modulaire (commerciële) systemen per as te modelleren, waarna vervolgens de prestaties van het samengestelde
systeem kunnen worden bepaald door de losse modellen te combineren. Deze modulaire aanpak maakt het mogelijk om snel een model op te stellen voor verschillende configuraties om zo
de toepasbaarheid te bepalen. Allereerst is er een wiskundig kader gedefinieerd waarbinnen individuele assen beschreven kunnen worden als bouwblokken, welke vervolgens kunnen worden
samengevoegd tot één kinematisch model. Voor elke as afzonderlijk worden de fouten dan gerelateerd aan de losse componenten waaruit de as is opgebouwd door vier foutmodellcn, die respectievelijk geometrische fouten, fouten als gevolg van eindige stijfheid, thermisch gedrag en
dynamisch gedrag beschrijven. Per as worden de componenten regelaar, versterker, aandrijving,
constructie, lagering en meetsysteem onderscheden.
De gepresenteerde methode is vervolgens uitgewerkt voor het statische gedrag van het mechanische
systeem, waarmee een duidelijk afgebakend deel van het te verrichten onderzoek is ingevuld.
Hiertoe zijn foutmodellen opgesteld voor geometrische fouten en fouten die optreden als gevolg
van eindige stijfheid van de constructie, de lagering en de aandrijving. Daarnaast is een opzet
gedefinieerd voor het uitbreiden van het model met foutmodellen voor dynamische en thermische
fouten. De beschouwingen in deze opzet vormen tevens de basis voor de afleiding van een aantal
kwalitatieve ontwerp parameters voor het thermisch en dynamisch gedrag van de verschillende
componenten.
Tenslotte is er een case study uitgevoerd, waarbij het kinematische model met de uitgewerkte
foutmodellen is toegepast op een drietal hypothetische systemen. Dit heeft zinnige resultaten
opgeleverd, die weliswaar niet geverifieerd konden worden met meetdata, maar succesvol de kwalitatieve eigenschappen van het model aantonen om te differentieren tussen verschillende alternatieven. De resultaten rechtvaardigen verder onderzoek om het model uit te breiden en te verificiëren, en zo kwantitatief inzetbaar te maken.
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Preface
This report describes the research I performed at ASML in Veldhoven in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a Master's degree in Mechanica! Engineering from the Eindhoven University of
Technology. The project was started in May 2005, and consisted of two parts. During the first few
months of the project, I took part in the development of a demonstration setup for a low resolution
lithographic tooi that was being developed at ASML. My specific assignment comprised selecting
and tuning a commercially available XY stage for application in that demonstration setup. Based
on initia! research on stages and error budgets, specifications were drawn up and initia! steps
wcrc taken in thc purchase of a commercial system. A fcw months into the project however, thc
planning regarding the development of the tooi was altercd, and building a demonstration setup
was no Jonger aimed for within the timeframe of thc project.
For the secoud part of the project, the assignment was rcdefined, loosely based on the work
performed during the first months. The process of selecting a stage consisting of commercial
systems was taken as starting point for the development of a modeling approach to predict the
performance of modularly configured systems. The core of this report is formed by the outcomes
of this research.
At ASML, I carricd out my research within the Special Applications group, where I had the
opportunity to expcrience the ins and outs of working in the R&D department of an internationally oriented, technology drivcn company like ASML. Moreover, I enjoyed the very pleasant
and instructive working atmosphere I came across in the SA group. I would like to thank Eric
Smeets and Klaus Sirnon from ASML, for coaching me during the past year and making all the
arrangements that made this intemship at ASML possible. Also, I would like to thank Professor
Andreas Dietzel and Erik Homburg for supervising and coaching the project from the Eindhoven
University of Technology.
Mart Corbijn van Willenswaard
April 2006
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Chapter 1

Introduetion
ASML's current market leadership in high end lithography can be fully attributed to the technologica! superiority of the lithographic systems they produce, where truly leading edge technology is
applied to deliver ever increasing performance. More recently, other lithographic markets have also
drawn ASML's attention, for example the market for low end lithographic production of MEMS 1
and MST 2 devices . The demands for this market howcver differ importantly from high end lithography. The four key parameters in the development of new products are described by Smith and
Reinertsen [SR98], and are depicted in figure 1.1 togethcr with the resulting six trade-offs:

TIME

MONEY

QUALITY

tigure 1.1: key parameters in the development of a new product

In high end lithography, the emphasis in system design lies on high performance and early introduetion of the system. In low end lithography, specifications are less stringent, but product cost is
of more importance. As a mcasure to meet this new emphasis, the use of commercially available
systems rather than custom designs in wafer stages has been proposed. Though even best-in-class
commercial systems cannot stand comparison with ASML's custom stages, the performance of
commercial systems is likely to be suilkient for low end lithography. Applying commercial systems can lower development expense and production costs, but at the costof flexibility in design.
Depending on the functional requirements of a system, an entirely off the shelf solution can be
considered, or several commercially available substages can be combined into one systcm. In both
cases, a method is needed to model stage-configurations using commercial systems to judge their
1

2

MEMS: Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems
MST: MicroStructnres Technology

1
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performance and the applicability compared to ASML's in-house tcchnology.

1.1

Introduetion to stages

A stage is a supporting structure that bas one or more controllable degrees of freedom to position
a payload in a defined working area; the degrees of freedom are called the axes of the stage. A
stage is aften built up of one or more notably separate substages, each composed of a stationary
base and a rnaving carriage that can typically be positioned along onc axis . The required overall
freedom of motion can be achieved by combining scveral different substages into sevcral different
configurations. The goal of this report is to find the optima! configuration, as wil! be discussed in
more detail in the paragraph on research objectives. The nomendature prcsented bere is clarified
in figure 1.2:

z

x

figure 1.2: stage nomendature
A braad range of commercial systcms is available for the different substages mentioned in the
previous paragraph, and since they each satisfy the description of a stage individually, they are
themselves refcrred to as stages in catalogs and litcrature. To avoid confusion, this report refers
to thcm as "substages" .
Most stages can be regarded as serial configurations of rotational and translational substages.
Though notall configurations have a scrial nature (e.g. H-bridges farm a parallel configuration),
non-serial stage configurations can aften be translated to fit a serial description to simplify tbc
modeling, as wil! be described in the next chapters. The path from the base frame through the
series of substages to the top carriage is called the " kinematic chain" . The term "structuralloop"
is aften used in other texts , but this refers to rnadeis that take bath the motion system and the
end effector (e.g., a mcasurcmcnt probe or a cutting tooi) into account. The term "loop" rcfers
to the fact that the relativc differencc between the two is modeled. In this report, the motion
accuracy of the stage is modeled without taking the end effector into account (which, in the scope
of this report, are the opties) , explaining the use of the word "chain" insteadof " loop".

1.1.1

Stage errors

The difference between the actual and the commanded position of the payload applicd to the top
carriage is of main interest in judging the applicability of a stage for a specific set of requirements.
This differcnce is dctermined by the combined effect of errors introduced by each axis, rcsulting
in deviations of the kinematic chain from its nomina! rcference state. Hence, the individual errors
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per axis and their combined effect have to be known befare configurations of different stages can
be judged and compared.
To accurately model the errors that occur in the system, different types of errors are defined that
each have a distinct nature. Each type of error can then be modeled according to its specific
characteristics. Weekers [Wee96] distinguishes four types of errors: geometrie errors, errors due to
finite stiffness, thermal behavior and dynamic behavior. The first two types are static errors, while
the fourth type naturally has a dynamic nature. Thermal behavior can be both (quasi-)statie and
dynamic. In the following overview, each of the types of error is discussed briefiy:

• Geometrie errors are errors due to the finite accuracy of the elements that form the
kinematic chain compared to a certain reference state [Soo93]. Though other errors also
affect the accuracy of the kinematic chain by altering its geometry, the distinctive property
of geometrie deviations is that they remain constant on an operational timescale (though drift
and wear may alter them over langer periods of time). Note that the term "constant" refers to
geometrie errors being constant for a specific state of the system, since geometrie deviations
are location dependent. Squareness errors also fall within the definition of geometrie errors.
Squareness errors occur when two axes are stacked on top of each other, introducing three
errors due to misalignments around the three axes.
• Fini te stiffness causes deformations of the kinematic chain under the infiuence of mechanica! loads, either coming from the system's own weight distribution or quasi-static process
loads like damping farces. Errors in this group originate from static or slowly varying farces;
relatively fast varying farces are covered by the dynamic behavior of the system. The magnitude of the effect depends on the stiffness and weight of the structural components and
their configuration.
• Thermal behavior is caused by heat sourees in the machine and its environment, inducing
temperature distributions which in turn cause thermal deformations of the kinematic chain.
Dep en ding on the heat introduced in the system and the material properties of the kinematic
chain, the time constant of the thermal effects is usually large enough for thermal errors to
be regarcled as quasi-static on an operational timescale. Effects like exposing the wafer do
not satisfy this assumption.
• Dynamic behavior originates from disturbances that vary fast compared to timescale of
the process, introducing effects that are strongly time dependent. The nature of the dynamic
disturbance depends on the mass , stiffness and damping of the structural components, and
disturbances like fioor-vibrations and inertial and driving farces .
To identify the origin of the different errors encountered in the stage, a breakdown of the system
into its individual components is useful. Each substage is composed of a fixed set of components
that tagether perfarm the task of positioning the carriage with respect to the base. The structural hierarchy of the base frame, substages and components is shown in figure 1.3, where the
components are presented in a block model to illustrate their interdependence [Par03, Wee96]:
The configuration of the substages is included in the figure, since it is indeed a key parameter in
the system performance. Note that the mechanica! part of the substage is formed by the drive,
the hearings and the structure. Each of the components is introduced shortly in the following
overview:

• The controller provides the amplifier with a controller cammand that is amplified by the
amplifier to deliver the conesponding voltage to the motor. The controller takes either the
commanded position as input (open loop) , or the tracking error between the commanded
position and the measured position (closed loop). Errors are introduced by e.g. noise, DA
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tigure 1.3: substage components

conversion, limitations and imperfections of the control strategy, and inaccuracies in the
signa! generated by the amplifier (e.g., due to non-linearities of the amplifier).
• The drive consists of a motor that is driven by the amplifier, and possibly a transmission.
The transmission is used to either reduce the speed or convert rotary to linear motion, or
both. Errors introduced by the drive include e.g. vibrations to the system and backlash.
• The hearings in the system support the carriage and function as a reference. Errors occur
from inaccuracies introduced by the manufacturing process and deformations of the guide
related to system parameters like stiffness and thermal expansion.
• The structure refers to the base of the substage where the drive and the guides are mounted
on (or that operates as a guide itself, in case of e.g. a sliding hearing). Possible struct ures
range from simple granite bases to e.g. aJuminurn boxes. Again, errors come from inaccuracies introduced by the manufacturing process and deformations related to system properties.
• The sensor and the data acquisition system are used to measure the actual position
of the carriage in one or more directions to provide feedback to the controller based on the
measurement signa!. The accuracy of the measured position depends on e.g. measurement
noise, non-linearities of the sensor, hysteresis, resolution, delay time etc.
In section 1.2, the component break down presented here wil! be used to further define the scope
of the research .

1.1.2

Stage interaction

The stage is one of several subsystems in the tooi under consideration, and accordingly it is
affected by other subsystems of the tooi and by conditions and inputs of the environment. In
turn, the stage affects the environment and the rest of the tooi. The inputs and outputs crossing
the subsystem boundary are defined in ASML's Element Performance Specification and listed in
table 1.1.
Table 1.1 identifies the flowsof materials, signals, heat etc. With the exception of the environment,
physical interfaces exist in the system to facilitate these flows , e.g., wafer handlers, cables, hoses
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table 1.1: input and output definition of a system

Input
Conditions of the cnvironment
Matcrials in
Supplics in
Info in
Meehardcal movernents in
Elcctrical inputs
Software inputs
Optica! inputs

Output
Output to thc cnvironment
Matcrials out
Supplics out
Info out
Mechanica! rnovements out
Elcctrical outputs
Software outputs
Optica! outputs

etc. The modeling presented in this report however is rnainly concerned with effects that take
place within the system boundary. The system boundary of t he stage encompasses t he base frame
(often, a granite block), a chuck, and all cornponents presented in figure 1.3 that tagether camprise
the stage. Section 1.2 on research objectives describes the extend to which interaction crossing
the system boundary is considered.

1.1.3

Stages in lithographic tools

Because this report emphasizes on stages used in lithographic tools, conesponding terms are
used throughout the report. In this paragraph, lit hographic tools and their nomendature are
shortly introduced. In lithographic tools, patterns are transferred from a mask (the "reticle") to
a substrate (the "wafer") by exposing a layer of photoresist that is applied to the surface of the
wafer. This process is called photolithography. The main elements found in lithographic tools
are the light souree (often a laser) , the reticle-stage, the lens package, the wafer stage and the
rneasurement system. The wafer is placed on a "chuck" , that is mounted to the top carriage of the
wafer stage. A schematic drawing of a wafer stepper is shown in figure 1.4, where the measurement
system has been omitted for clarity.
The patternon the reticle is imaged multiple times on the wafer (the pattern is typically reduced
a factor 4 to 5 by t he opties before being transferred to the wafer). Each image of the pattern
onto the wafer is called a "field". Each field can be positioned under the optica! column to be
exposed at once (much like a slide projector), or the field can be moved with constant velocity
during exposure while moving the reticle in opposite direction. The former is called "step and
expose" , the latter "scan during exposure" . Scanning allows for larger field sizes , as ciarifled in
figure 1.5.
The posit.ion and orientation of the field with respect to t he reticle is of decisive importance for
the quality of the image, and subsequently, t he wafer stage is a key subsystem in the lithographic
tooi.

1.2

Research objectives

The previous section explained that in genera!, stages can be considered as configurations of
separate substages, for which a braad range of different alternatives is commercially available.
The goal is to find the optima! configuration. This report aims at defining a methad to campare
different stage configurations, which is both easy to use and accurate for a broad range of substages
and configurations. To satisfy these requirements, a modular approach is proposed, in which
substages can be defined as gencric objects that can easily be specified and reused in different
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figure 1.4: schematic representation of a lithographic tooi
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figure 1.5: principle of scanning
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configurations. A framework is needed in which the spatial relationship can be mathematically
expressedunder the influence of errors, accounting for the combination of multiple substages. The
following research objectives are defined:
• Define a mathematica! framework that can both be used to describe the spatial relationship
between the carriage and the base for a broad range of substages, and the spatial relationship
between different substages. The framework must be extendible to be able to add additional
error models and components.
• Based on the different types of errors and their origins, define error models for both individual substages and the combined system, and incorporate the .resulting errors into the
mathematica! framework to numerically express the performance of the stage.
• Derive design parameters for substage components based on the error models, in order to
select appropriate substages for a set of functional requirements.
To illustrate the outcome of these objectives, the research will be concluded with a case study.

1.2.1

Scope of the research

Developing error models for all error types based on all components is an elaborate undertaking
that is too extensive to fully carry out within the timeframe of this project. Thereföre, a substantiated emphasis is placed here on certain error types and certain components to narrow down
the scope of this particular project. A well defined subset of the modeling problem is formed
by static errors occurring in the mechanica! system (formed by the drives, the hearings and the
structure), i.e., geometrie errors and errors due to finite stiffness in the kinematic chain. The
resulting outcome describes the static performance of the system, i.e., the constant error of the
mechanica! system under the following assumptions:
1. The system is in rest and all transient effects are damped out.
2. All inputs to the system have a constant, nominal value.
3. No external farces are applied to the system.
The first assumption refers to the absence of mechanica! vibrations and dynamic errors that
are introduced by axis accelerations. The second assumption refers to the absence of thermal
expansion due to temperatures other than 20 " C and temperature gradients, and the absence of
instahilities due to e.g. fiuctuations in the air supply or vibrations from the environment. The
third assumption refers to the absence of quasi-static deformations of the kinematic chain due to
process loads. Note that the modeling approach that is presented in this report is unaffected by
these assumptions and is thus undiminished applicable to the full problem; the emphasis presented
here only limits the scope of the filling in of the modeling framework. Based on the same modeling
approach, future research can be employed to further fill in the framework with additional error
models. In chapter 6, recommendations will be made for future research.
In this report, the outputs of the stage to the rest of the tool are not taken into account, since they
do not fall within the research objectives defined in this paragraph. An exception where outputs
are taken into account is in the initial selection of substages basedon their inherent suitability fora
specific application (e.g., excessive partiele excretion is unacceptable in a clean room environment).
Based on the emphasis that is placed on static errors in the mechanica! system, only inputs that
directly affect the static stability of the mechanica! system are taken into account, as listed in
table 1.2:
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table 1.2: components in one substage
Input
Matcrials in
Supplies in

Examples
Wafcr
Air, grease

For the research presented in this report , the assumption is made that t he stage is unaffected by
auxiliary equipment like hoses and wiring. This assumption is dictated by the consideration that
effects of auxiliary equipment are far more important to the dynamic performance of the system
than to its static performance. Future research is needed to model the effects of interfaces, but in
the scope of this report, they are left out.
Within the context of this report, the functional axes of the stages under consideration are the
linear axes, since the nominally required pattem of motion in wafersteppers and -scanners is a
combination of linear movements only. The rotary axes and lift axes in the system are only needed
to p erform alignment and error correction. Consequently, the focus of the error models in this
report primarily focusses on long stroke linear axes, but the presented approach also applies to
rotary axes and lift axes.

1.3

Outline of the report

The presented work is divided into two parts; the first part (covering chapters 2 to 4) presents the
rnadeling approach, and t he second part (covering chapter 5) applies t he modelto a lithograpbic
case study to illust rate t he presented method. The two parts are preceded by t his introduct ionary
chapter to introduce concepts that are common to both parts.
Chapter 2 presents the mathematica! description of kinematic systems and their error sources.
The mathematica! description is extended to a modular approach that describes substages in a
gencric way, allowing them to be interchanged easily. In chapter 3, error models are presented
for each group of errors . Both the errors in each individual substage and the errors occurring in
the kinematic chain are considered, the former based on the substage's components. By linking
the error models to the components , key design parameters for the components are derived, which
allows for selection and comparison of different substages. In chapter 4, an introduetion is given
to the error types that have not been modeled in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents a case study on a low end lithographic application. Based on a set of functional
requirements, three notably different alternatives are generated and compared to clearly underline
the properties of the model. Applicable alternatives for t he substages are introduced based on the
design parameters that have been defined in chapters 3 and 4.
The report ends with conclusions and recommendations for further research. The Matlab-souree
code that is used with the case study is presented in the appendices. Also included in the appendices is the interim report that concluded the work done in the first four of months of the project,
as described in the preface. This appendix is added as a separate volume to t his report.

Chapter 2

Kinematic model
2.1

Introduetion to kinematic rnadeling

In the first chapter it was explained that a mathematica! model is needed to relate the position
of the top carriage of the stage to the positions of each of the axes (i.e., accounting for both the
commanded position and the errors as a function of that position) . Such a kinematic model, that
describes the spatial relationship of successive elements in a kinematic chain, must be extendible
without limits and applicable to stages containing both translational and rotational axes to fit
within the research objectives. In this chapter, a kinematic model is introduced that satisfies
these requirements.
Kinematic models subdivide kinematic chains into a series of rigid links that are interconnected
by k joints, where k is the number of axes in the system. Each joint has a coordinate frame (CF)
attached to its center, allowing the spatial relationship of two successive joints to be expressed
relative to the position of the first CF. Similarly, the position of the CF of the chuck can be
expressed relative to the CF of joint k, and the position of the first joint is expressed relative
to the base CF of the wafer stage. When the spatial relationship between all successive joints
is known, the position of the chuck relative to the base CF of the wafer stage can be derived.
Figure 2.1 clarifies the nomendature introduced here:

-,_

"'}

RIG ID LINK
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/

LI NK~,

tigure 2.1: CF-placement fora substage with one axis

Each link deviates from its nominal reference state under the infl.uence of errors, and subsequently,
an error occurs in the position of the CF attached to the respective joint. One of the key aspects
of the kinematic model used in this report is the assumption that the errors in a particular link are
9
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small enough to only cause a relative error in the position of that respective joint, not in the relative
position of any other joint in the kinematic chain. This assumption allows the kinematic chain to
be subdivided into separate segments for which the errors can be modeled independently from the
rest of the chain. The relative error of each joint can be described by six errors, corresponding to
the six degrees of freedom of the joint. Since these errors fully depend on the system parameters
(i.e. , the design parameters of the components) , they are referred toasparametrie errors.
The independenee assumption has two main implications. The first implication is that for each
individual axis, the four error types can be modeled independently and simply added to form the
combined parametrie error in the respective joint. This allows for the separated error modeling
approach presented in this report. The second implication is that the error propagation in the
system can be described entirely by the nominal geometry of the stage, which results in an expression for the total error that is a known linear combination of the different parametrie errors in
the kinematic chain. This is both advantageous from a mathematica! and a practical viewpoint.
Mathematically, a unique and proportional expression for the total error can be derived from all
individual parametrie errors, because the problem is linear. From a practical viewpoint , the independence assumption allows parametrie errors to be related directly to measurements, which is
however of less importance within the scope of this report.
Mathematically, the independenee assumption yields that the absolute deviation of joint n from
its nominal position can be expressed by a linear combination of all parametrie errors from links
0 - n with the application of two approximations:
• In the kinematic model, only small rotations are considered (::; 100J.Lrad). All rotational
errors are approximated by first order approximations, i.e.
cos(cp)

= 1;

sin(cp)

= cp

(2.1)

Hence, "eosine-errors" in the position of any point on a rigid body that is rotated by a small
angle cp are discarded, and a first order approximation of the "sine-error" is used. Figure 2.3
shows the relative error due to this approximation as a function of the rotational error cp in
[J.Lrad], on a double logarithmic scale. Note that the error asymptote approaches 1 when cp
approaches 0.5*71" (;::::; 6.28·106 J.Lrad), and indeed, that is where the absolute error equals the
true value. Figure 2.3 shows that for the scope of this report, the error in the approximation
is negligible.

$ [11 rad]

tigure 2.2: Relative error due to the first order approxirnation of rotational errors
• The difference between the underformed and deformed kinematic chain is assumed to be
small to such an extend that it does not significantly infiuence the direction in which the
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different errors act, nor the Abbe arm that amplifies rotational errors. The applicability of
this assumption has been extensively validated in literature (see e.g. [Soo93]) for the scope
of this report (i.e., low end lithograpbic tools). Botheffects are illustrated in ligure ??. The
schematic drawing to the left shows the change in direction of an error in one joint under
the influence of a rotation in the preciding joint. The first order approximations of the effect
yield <Îx = cos( cp) · éx ~ éx and <Îy = sin( cp) · éx = cp · éx ~ 0. The drawing on the right shows
how the effective length of an Abbe arm is altered by a translational error. Here, the first
order approximation yields <Îx = sin(cp) · (éx + L) ~ cp · é + cp · L ~ cp · L. Note that in both
approximations, first order approximations for the rotations are used.
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figure 2.3: Higher order effects in error propagation

In principle, the location of the CF's relative to the joints is arbitrary, as long as their spatial
relationship remains constant. In literature, several alternative positions for the CF's are proposed,
e.g. attached to the sensors [Wee96]. The latter provides direct correspondence of the parametrie
errors to errors in the measurement system. However, placing the CF's in the center of the joint
provides direct correspondence to parametrie errors induced by the mechanica! components of
the system, and provides a workable model when rotational axes are used. Since in this report
parametrie errors are modeled for components from the mechanica! system for both rotational and
translational joints, placing the CF's in the centers of the joints is the most suitable choice.
To express the spatial relationship between consecutive joints, a mathematica! description must be
selected that satisfies all requirements stated earlier, most importantly the requirement to describe
translational and rotational joints. Soons [Soo93] presents extensive considerations on the selection
of a specific mathematica! description. Based on that research, the method of homogeneaus
transformations was selected for use in this report because it satisfies all of the requirements, and it
offers a particularly convenient way to describe both rotations and translations, which distinguishes
it from most other techniques. For an extensive review of kinematic rnadeling methods, the reader
is referred to the work of Soons; the method of homogeneaus transfarms is further elaborated in
this report.

2.2

Homogeneaus transformations

The method of homogeneaus transformations uses homogeneaus matrices to describe the spatial
relationships between successive joints. The ability to describe both translations and rotations
using only one matrix is the defining property of homogeneaus matrices (HM's). HM's are of the
following form to facilitate this property:

rotation (3 x 3)

T (1 x 3)

perspective (3 x 1)

scale (1 x 1)

1

(2.2)
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Note that HM's need to be of size 4 x 4 to describe translations and rotations in three dimensions,
and any vector that an HM operates on thus has to be padded with an additional element of
value one to become of sizc 1 x 4. Using HM's, any vector in one CF can bedescribed relative to
another CF by multiplying it with an HM that describes the orientation between the two CF's. In
this report , no sealing or perspective 1 is assumed, so al perspective elements equal zero while the
scale element is set to one. Sub- en superscripts wil! be used to distinguish between the different
HM 's as presented in the following equation. "Target frame" and "reference frame" are omitted
if certain matrices are discussed in genera!.
target frame
H
reference frame optional description

(2.3)

The use of HM's is ciarifled in figure 2.4:
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figure 2.4: transformation of vector v frorn CFl to CF2
The translation of a coordinate frame with respect to its parent is described by a HM in which
the last column contains the translation vector, and all diagorral entries are equal to one:

0
1
0
0

0
0 Py
Px
1 Pz
0 1

1

(2.4)

Arbitrary rotations of a coordinate frame are described by a combination of individual rotation
matrices that each describe a rotation about one of the principal axes of the coordinate frame:

H rotation,

x

=

=

1 0
0 Ct.px
0 St.px
0 0

0
-St.px
Ct.px

0

C<pz

-S<pz

S<pz

C<pz

0
0

0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

H

.
rotatwn, y -

H rotation,

z

Hrotation

= Hrotation , x* Hrotation, y * Hrotation, z

[,,,
0

~St.py

0 St.py
1 0
0 C<py
0 0

!

1

(2 .5)

Note once more that this is an approximation based on the assumption that different errors do
not influence each other, but in reality the orientation of the axes of rotation change with each
rotation. More precise but non-linear methods to describe rotations include the use of Euler angles
1 When for instanee a camera is used as a measurement system, adding perspective accounts for the position of
viewpoint of the camera.
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and Tait-Bryant angles [Wou03]. The combined HM fora rotation and a translation is the product
of the conesponding HM's:
H

=

Hrotation

* Htranslation

(2.6)

An HM that describes the relationship between two joints contains both the (statie) measurements
of the link and the (variable) degree of freedom of the joint. The overall HM that is derived from
all successive HM's thus contains all measurements and axis positions of the stage. Using this
HM, any Jo cation on the wafer expressed by a vector {v} can be described relative to the base
CF of the stage. Note that this description applies to the nomina! geometry of the system (i.e.,
unaffected by errors); the resulting HM's are appended by the subscript n from nominal. For
a k-axis multi-axis system, the overall HM expressing the position of the chuck CF relative to
the base CF of the stage is the successive multiplication all HM's in the kinematic chain. The
multiplication should be performed backwards: the last two matrices have to be multiplied first,
after which the result is multiplied by the second-to-last matrix, etc.
k

k

oH=

IIii-1H=

1

k

2

(2.7)

oH* 1H*· ·· *k-1H

i=1

figure 2.5: schematic representation of a simple two-axis systern
As an example, a simple, two-axis system is considered, as depicted in figure 2.6. The placement
of four CF's is shówn in this figure (attached to the base, the joints and the chuck). The nomina!
homogeneaus matrices for this situation equal:

(2.8)

The total homogeneaus matrix can than be calculated to be:

3

1

oHn = oHn

*

2
1 Hn

*

100X+Lj
010Y
0 0 1 0

3

2Hn =

[

0 0

0

(2.9)

1

A second example is shown in figure 2.6, where a system is shown with one translational joint,
and one rotational joint directly attached to it (in the figure, the joints are drawn with a small
linkin-between for clarity). Attached to the rotational joint is an arm of length L.
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figure 2.6: schematic representation of a simple two-axis system

The nomina! homogeneaus matrices for this situation yield :

[

Cif!z

-Sipz

Sif!z

Cif!z

0
0

0
0

The total nomina! HM then becomes:

~Hn

=

~ [~·
2.2.1

fiHn

* IHn * ~Hn =

- ipz

1
0
0

0
0
1
0

[~

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

x
0
0
1

][ ~·

-l{!z

1
0
0

L+X

0
0
1
0

~ ][ ~

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

L

0
0
1

1

(2.11)

-ipzL

0
1

1

Parametrie error matrix

As described earlier, the deviation of each CF from its nomina! position is described by six parametrie errors, i.e., three rotational and three translational errors that correspond to the degrees of
freedom of that joint. The six parametrie errorsfora translational joint are depicted in figure 2.7.
Rotational errors are denoted by an R, translational errors by a T . The subscript to the left
indicates the axis of motion, and the subscript to the right indicates the direction of the error . he
nomendature used with parametrie errors is clarified in table 2.1.

T:
table 2.1: six error cornponents fora prismatic joint

xTx
xTy
xTz
xRx
:r.Ry
xRz

descriptive notation
Linearity error
Straightness
Flatness
R.oll
Pitch
Yaw

All parametrie errors that define the deviation of a CF with respect to its nomina! position can
be expressed using a special type of HM that contains all the parametrie errors for that joint with
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xTz

xTx

xRx

figure 2. 7: schematic representation of system with one rotational and one translational
a.xis

respect to the preceding joint, called the error HM (denoted by the subscript e). By multiplying
this HM with the nomina! HM, the "actual" HM is obtained (denoted by the subscript a), that
describes the actual position of one joint with respect to the preceding joint. The general error
HM is constructed by multiplying one HM containing a vector with the three translational errors
iT by three HM's that each contain one of the three rotational error components iRJ:
(2 .12)

This results in the following error HM:

-s(iRz) * c(iRx) + c(iRz) * s(iRy) * s(iRx)
c(iRz) * c(iRx) + s(iRz) * s(iRy) * s(iRx)
c(iRy) * s(iRx)
0
s(iRz) * s(iRx) + c(iRz) * s(iRy) * c(iRx)
-c(iRz) * s(i R x) + s(iRz) * s(iRy) * c(iRx)
c(iRy) * c(iRx)

(2.13)

0

As a result of linearization, this express ion simplifies to:

(2.14)

As a result of the independenee assumpt ion, this error matrix is a linear combination of the four
error types:

i

Hgeometric
e

* i H efinitestif fness * i Hdynamic
* i Hthermal
e
e
-iR~eometric

.Rgeometric
y

1

_ .Rgeometric
1
y

1

-iR~eometric

i R !feometric

0

0

1
0

[ lR••=""'
z
1

T''=""' ]

x
.Tgeometric
' y
iTfeometric
1

1

* [·. ·] * [·. ·]
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*

[

1
iR;hermal
-·Rthermal
t
y

- iR;hermal
1
iR~hermal

0

0

·Rthermal

y
-iR~hermal

t

1
0

iT~hermal

·Tthermal
y
iT;hermal
t

1

For clarity however , t he general homogeneaus error matrix is used throughout this chapter. The
homogeneaus matrix that describes the actual transformation between two axes is the product of
the nomina l homogeneaus matrix for that transformation and the homogeneaus error matrix for
the axis under consideration:
(2.15)

The overall actual homogeneaus matrix for a system consisting of k axes (taking into account t he
errors for each separate axis) is simply the series-multiplication of t he successive actual homogeneaus matrices for each axis. The overall nominal homogeneaus matrix and the overall actual
homogeneaus matrix can be used to calculate the homogeneaus error matrix from the first to the
last axis:
(2.16)

The example with two translational axes is revisited to illustrate the use of error HM's. It can be
assumed t hat t he t ransformation from coordinate system 2 to coordinate system 3 introduces no
additional errors, so t he actual homogeneaus matrices become:
1
xR z
- xRy
0
1
yRz
-yRy
0

-xRz
1
xRx
0
-y R z
1
yRx
0

x Ry
-x R x
1
0
yRy
-yRx
1
0

xTx +X
xTy
xTz
1
yTx
yTy+ y
yTz
1

~ Ha= ~Hn

=

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

[

0
0
1
0

L
0
0

l

(2. 17)

This allows ~ Ha to be calculated, yielding:

~Ha= ~Ha*

I Ha*

* yRz -

~Ha=

xR y * yRy -yRz - xR z + xRy * yRx
yRy + xRz * yR x + xRy
xRz + yRz + x R x * yRy
1 - xRx * yRx - xR z * yRz xR z * yRy - yRx - xRx
xRy * yRz + xRx + yR x
1 - x R y * yRy- xR y * yRy
[ -xRy + xRx * yR z- yRy
0
0
0
L + yTx - xRz (yRz * L + yTy + Y) + x Ry ( -yRy * L + yTz) + xTx +X
xRz (L + yTx) + yRz * L + yTy- x R x ( -y Ry * L + yTz) + xTy + Y
;
- xR y (L + yTx) + xR x (yRz * L + yTy + Y) - yRy * L + yTz + xTz
1
1 - xRz

l

(2.18)

After linearizing , the outcome yields:

I H a*

~ Ha=

-yRz- xRz
1
xR x + yRx

0

yRy + xRy
-yRx- xR x
1
0

(2.19)
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The overall homogeneaus error matrix can be calculated to be the difference between the nomina!
and the actual position:

yRy + xRy
-yRx- xRx
1
0
yRy + xRv
-yRx- xRx
1
0

L + yTx- xRzY + xTx +X
L (xRz + 11 Rz) + yTy- xTy + Y
-L (xRy + yRy) + xRx * Y + yTz
1

(2 .20)

+ xTz

This error matrix can be used to calculate the overall error for any point on the chuck. Note how
the error propagation is conveniently described using the nomina! geometry of the stage. The
influence of the contiguration of the axes is discussed in more detail at the end of this chapter.

2.2.2

Specifying parametrie errors

The accuracy of the results obtained with the kinematic rnadeling approach described in the
previous chapter depends on the accuracy with which the parametrie errors are specified. Values
for parametrie errors can be obtained in the following ways:
1. By drawingup models that calculate the parametrie errors from a set of system parameters.

2. By measuring the values on an existing setup, either for each individual joint, or for larger
partsof the kinematic chain at a time.
3. By looking up values for parametrie errors as specified by manufacturers of commercial
substages. In principle, this is no different from point two, only that the measurement is
performed by a third party.

The latter two points merely focus on the quantization of errors, while the rnadeling approach
discussed at the first point also places an important focus on the sourees of error. This makes
it possible to derive design parameters for the components based on parametrie errors. In this
report, parametrie errors will be derived using error models where possible. Note that measuring
parametrie errors should aim at deriving typical values for certain errors, since the model will
be used to predict errors of a range of tools rather than to correct errors for one specific tooi.
These typical values should express the appearance of the error, not just the maximum value. For
example, many errors exhibit sinusoidal behavior. This implies that for applications where only
the relative error between two points is of interest, only the difference between the conesponding
two points on the error's wavefarm is of interest, not the peak to peak value of the error.
The overall effect of errors on the stage performance depends on the nature of the errors encountered in the stage. The CIRP Scientific Committee for Metrology and Interchangeability [fMI78]
divides errors into random errors and systematic errors, for which the following definitions apply:
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• Systematic errors always have the same value and sign at a given position and under given
conditions. This implies that systematic errors are repeatable and can thus be compensated
beforehand.
• Random errors do not always have the same value and sign under apparently equal conditions at a given position, and can only be expressed statistically. Random errors are not
repeatable and can only be compensated using real-time closed loop error correction.

Hence, a major impravement in system performance can be gained by identifying systematic errors
and compensate for their effects. Techniques to separate systematic errors from random errors
are beyond the scope of this report, but an introduetion can be found in for example [Hal99] .
For commercially available stages, typical data on the repeatable and non-repeatable portions of
the total error can often be obtained from the manufacturer. Systematic errors can be (partly)
compensated using the following techniques:
• On assembly, the structural elementsin the kinematic chain can be aligned to compensate
for errors like squareness based on calibration data.
• Before exposure, the chuck can be aligned with the base coordinate frame during prealignment. After pre-alignment, only the relative errors are of interest, as discussed earlier.
• During exposure, the available axes in the system can be used to compensate for systematic
error components that coincide with the system's Do F's (e.g. an XY'f!z system can correct
for straightness-errors and yaw when rnaving in x). The necessary corrective movements are
obtained from an error map, a grid of systematic error values as a function of workspace
position based on calibration data, or from real-time measurement data of the position of
the chuck.
Compensation of both systematic and random errors is possible to a certain extend using global
real-time measurement data of the position of the chuck in a closed-loop servo-system. The
servo system can perfarm corrective movements for errors up to a frequency that depends on the
bandwidth of the servo-system. figure 2.8 summarizes the different strategies for error correction.

PRE-ALIGN

j

SYSTEMATIC
ERROR
CORRECTION

ERROR MAP

REAL TIME

WORKSPACE SIZE

figure 2.8: error correction strategies
In order to determine how the parametrie error should be specified, a quick scan of the system is
thus needed to obtain the following information of the system:
1. Available axes in the system for error correction
2. Repeatable and non repeatable component of the errors, and their behavior in time
3. Available error correction methods (error map, real time measurement system)
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Error statistics
In the kinematic model, all errors are linearly added, yielding a worst case approach. The actual
effect of the errors however is better described using an addition method that corresponds to the
underlying physical sourees of error, taking into account the (combined) probability. The way
in which different errors are best added depends on their nature. Since the magnitude and sign
of systematic errors are always the same, systematic errors are always added linearly (note that
cancellation may occur). In the worst case approach, random errors are also be added linearly;
the resulting worst case error for two random errors with a specified probability interval of ±3cr
then simply yields:

éworstcase

= 3crl + 3cr2

(2.21)

However, the ±3cr / 99.7 % interval of their combined distribution is considerably smaller than
the worst case value. Under the condition that the underlying sourees of error are uncorrelated,
the 3cr interval of the combined distribution is found by quadratic summation [WijOl]:
(2.22)
When quadratic summation is assumed for all random errors, the overall error can be calculated
using:

étotal

=L

ésystematic

+

VL ~::;andom

(2.23)

In practice however, some correlation is likely to occur. A rather pragmatic approach to account
for correlation that is sametimes used in practice is to average the linear and quadratic sum of the
random errors [Slo92]. Van Wijk and Luijten [WL02] pose an equation containing a correlation
coefficient r between 0 and 1:
(2 .24)

r

0 : fully uncorrelated (quadratic summation)

r

1 : fully correlated (linear addition)

The use of this formula relies on knowledge of the correlation between the sourees of error, which
might not be available. Within ASML, some overlay budgets are therefor modeled using the socalled Point-Field-Layer-model (PFL-model) that subdivides errors into classes. Each class in itself
is assumed to contain uncorrelated sourees of error, which can thus be added quadratically, but
the resulting errors from all classes are added linearly. Agreement with overlay data from existing
machines is reported to be very good [WL02]. The Point-to-point (P2P) overlay errors represent
errors within each field, for example coming from lens distortion. Field-to-field (F2F) overlay
errors originate from grid errors. Layer-to-layer (L2L) overlay errors come from e.g. alignment
errors. tigure 2.9 ciarifles this subdivision. However, this model is optimized for budgeting entire
lithographic tools, and it requires further research to isolate wafer stage performance.
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figure 2.9: clarification of the PFL-model

Statistics and homogeneous matrices
The kinematic model presented in this chapter relies on linearity, which makes direct incorporation
of quadratic summation intheserial calculation of the error matrix difficult. However, quadratic
summation can be applied to the final result, i.e., the overall error matrix, by rewriting the linear
combinations of parametrie errors to satisfy equation 2.23. Future research is needed to succesfully
incorporate statistics in the kinematic model, taking into account the correlation between different
errors.

2.3

Modular approach

In this chapter, kinematic chains have been regarcled as combinations of joints and links. In this
section, joints and links are grouped per substage, combining their geometry, degrees of freedom
and errors into mathematica! "building blocks" formed by HM's. Because of the assumption of
independence, these "building blocks" can be simply placed in series to calculate the overall effect
of the combined system. Once substages are defined as such building blocks, they can easily be
specified and reused in different configurations. Each substage is modeled by two interfaces, with
the top interface (the carriage) having one degree of freedom relative to the bottorn interface (the
bottorn surface of the base).
The spatial relationship between the two interfaces is simply described by a homogeneaus matrix.
A multi-axis stagecanthen be formed of k substages by stacking them together, i.e., aligning the
CF's ofthe respective top (system k-1) and bottorn (system k) interfaces. Aligning the CF's of the
interfaces is clone using "coupling HM's", allowing to rotate a system with respect to the preceding
one and introduce an offset between the two. The overall HM descrihing the transformation from
the base of the system to the top-most interface can then be found by multiplying the chain of
successive coupling- and substage HM's.
A stage is formed by starting with one substage, after which each following substage is stacked on
top using a coupling HM that defines its spatial position relative to the preceding stage, i.e., its
translation and rotation with respect to the previous substage. The introduetion of coupling HM's
allows substages to be defined entirely using local variables; the coupling HM's translate the local
variables to global variables that are used in the overall model. In order to allow different systems
to be easily managed and interchanged for comparison, some conventions are made regarding the
definition of local variables and the placement of CF's. The origin of the bottorn CF lies in the
center of the bottorn plane of the base, while the origin of the top CF lies in the center of the
carriage. For the definition of local variables, the following groups of substages are distinguished:
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• Linear substages are substages performing linear strokes in the x- y-plane. The driving
axis is always defined in the x-direction.
• Lift substages are stages performing strokes in z-direction. The axis of rotation is naturally
defined as the z-direction.
• Pitch and roll substages have their axis of rotation in the x-direction. Note that separate
pitch and roll substages are not very common; if necessary, actuators to correct for pitch
and roll errors are aften combined with other stages (e.g. combining lift, pitch and roll into
one "su bstage" ) .
• Yaw substages perfarm rotations in the x- y-plane, and accordingly, the axis of rotation
is defined in z-direction.
• Multi-axis substages combine several axes in one substage. To conform to the serial
description used in this report, multi-axis stages are modeled as a series of single axes
without physical dimensions. Only the last axis is modeled as a full substage. This way,
all axcs that are combined in the substage are incorporatcd with their full set of errors, but
the dimcnsions of the substage are incorporated only once. Note that the eventual result is
again a single HM that can be used as a building block.
By defining objects, meta-information like "manufacturer" and "type-number" can be saved with
the list of design parameters. That way, a library of substages can be easily build up and maintained. To illustrate the use of local and global variables tagether with coupling matrices, the
simple two axis example that was introduced earlier is revisited. Consicier two identical translational systems and a chuck as presented in tigure 2.10. All systems are stacked tagether as can
also be seen from the figure; note that the arm L in thc previous example reveals itself as an offset
L from the chuck with respect to the underlying carriage.
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figure 2.10: stack consisting of standard substages

The respective local HM's yield:

H,.,,.,,,,,,,,,

~[

!

0

0

1 0
0 1
0

0

~j

Hchuck,local

=

[

1 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 h
0 0 1

0
0
0

j

(2 .25)

By defining the following coupling matrices:

chuck H
stage2

c

==

0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

(2.26)
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The following homogeneaus matrix can be calculated:

0 1 0
top
base He

=

stage2

Hsystem,local

1

chuck

*stagel Hc*Hsubstage,local *stage2Hc*Hchuck,local =

r

~

0
0

0

0
1
0

L+X1
x2

~H + h

This outcome is essentially the same as the outcome found in the cxample presented earlier, with
X 1 corresponding to X, X 3 corresponding to Y and with some additional information about the
height of the different components. Also, the rotational elements in the matrix express that the
coordinate system on the top surface of the chuck is rotated 90 degrees with respect to the base
frame, because the middle stage is rotated by 90 degrees.

2.3.1

Serial and parallel configurations

The contiguration of the substages is au important parameter in the performance of the stage.
The geometry of the stage determines e.g. the Abbe arm over which rotational errors act, and
the existence of unsupported parts of the kinematic chain that bend under their own weight and
externally applied loads. In theory, substages that are subject to the lowest accelerations should be
placed as low in the kinematic chain as possible, making sure that the substages that perfarm the
highest accelerations carry the smallest laad. Also, the less accurate stages should theoretically be
as high in the chain as possible, where the Abbe-arm is the smallest. However, in practice these
guidelines aften cannot be met because of structural issues. The least accurate substages subject
to the highest accelerations are aften the long stroke axes that describe the pattem of mot ion, and
because of their weight and the support they require, they must be placed first in the kinematic
chain. In practice, two configurations are commonly used: a stack of substages and an H-bridge
(see figure 2.11).

tigure 2.11: schematic of a stacked stage (left) and an H-bridge
A stacked stage consists of several substages that are placed in series. The long stroke translation al
axes are generally placed first, with the rotational axes on top. Stacks are the most straightforward
stage configuration, but the main disadvantage is that parts "stick out" that are unsupported. This
especially causes problems when the laad is moved to the far ends of the workspace. Also, the
Abbe-arm that amplifies rotational errors from the bottorn stages is large.
H-bridges deal with the problem of unsupported ends by placing two parallel substages at the base
of the stage, stacking the third one sideways on top of them. When it is assumed that substages
stacked on top of the H-bridge only perfarm smal! movements (which is a viabie assumption for
stages in lithographic tools, rcquiring only two long strokes), the load is properly supported over
thf) entire workspace. Besides the better support, the errors of the lower two axes tend to average,
which reduces the total error in that direction. Additionally, by having the two base systems
perfarm opposite movements, the system on top can be slightly rotated if the joints are designed

1
(2.27)
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to allow this. An important draw-back of H-bridges is their price, which is considerably higher
than a comparable stack since one additional long stroke axis is needed.
Stage contiguration needs to be incorporated in the error models presented in the next chapter.
Befare the kinematic model can be applied to H-bridges however, their parallel contiguration must
be translated toa serial description. To this end, the two bottorn axes of the H-bridge are modeled
as one, that has the same specitications and that is centered with respect to the following axis.
The point that is least sensitive to geometrie errors is equally located in both configurations. To
account for the different characteristics under load, a finite stiffness model is used that satisfies
the H-bridge characteristics (i.e., the top axis suffers maximum deflection at its center, not at the
far ends).
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Chapter 3

Modeling static errors
3.1

Introduetion

This chapter on static error rnadeling provides quantitative models for parametrie errors coming
from geometrie errors and finite stiffness. These parametrie errors can be used in the kinematic
model to calculate the static performance of a stage. The work presented here will be demonstrated
in the casestudy in chapter 5.

3.2

Geometrie errors

Geometrie errors are errors due to the finite accuracy of the structural loop compared to a certain
reference state as a function of axis location. Geometrie errors are introduced by deviations of the
structure, by imperfections in the hearings and by the drive system. These effects are not separately modeled in this section, since typically aggregated values are provided as "black box data"
by the manufacturer or a system. Geometrie errors are related to the manufacturing process and
assembly procedure of the components, and the design of the drive system. A short introduetion
to geometrie errors related to each of the components is given in the following overview:
• Deviations of the structure refer to geometrie errors due to surface roughness and waviness of the base and of the carriage.
• Imperfection in the hearings refer to e.g. non-parallelism between the guides and imperfectionsof the guides (e.g., waviness). Vibrations due to the unroundness of rolling elements
can also be modeled as geometrie errors by consiclering the envelope of the disturbance on
the carriage, which is characteristic for the specific error (and can thus serve as a geometrie
error). The width of the envelope might be effectively decreased by applying preload. Note
that dynamic behavior, like natura! frequencies excited by the vibrations, must be modeled
separately in the dynamic behavior model.
• Effects in the drive system contribute to what is normally referred to as the repeatability
of an axis. Repeatability is influenced by mechanica! effects like friction and backlash that
give rise to an error in the measured position of the laad, depending on where the position
of the laad is measured. Effects of the eneader and the controller also contribute to the
repeatability error, especially effects that are linked to sampling. Bath are not modeled in
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this thesis, but since repeatability in practice is always specified as one value the effects of
both are automatically taken into account.

3.2.1

Translation to parametrie errors

The individual geometrie errors are transferred to the carriage through different error propagating
mechanisms. For example, deviations of the base are passed on to guides of the bearing system,
and the boaring layout determines how bearing defects are transferred to the carriage. However,
because manufactures already specify geometrie errors in the CF of the carriage (i.e., as parametrie
errors), these individual error mechanisms are notmodeled in this section.

3.2.2

Geometrie design parameters

Thc design parameters that result from these models are listod in table 3.1:
table 3.1: design parameters geometrie errors

Design parameter
Yaw, pitch, rol!
Straightncss, flatncss
Repeatability error
Squareness

3.3

Applicable to
Structure, hearings
Structure, bcarings
Drive (in combination with
on co der and controllor)
Structure

Target value
Low
High
Low
High

Finite stiffness

The finite stiffness model is used to calculate the errors due to loads exerted on each link that cause
the link to deform. Deformation models for thc links are drawn up by analyzing the substages
that camprise these links. The focus in this section is placed on linear substages, for which the
deformations of the base and the bearings are modeled. Models for rotary substages are not worked
out here. The measurements and nomendature used in this section are clarified in tigure 3.1:
Effects of the finite stiffness of structural elements are modeled under the assumption that no
quasi-static process loads are present, since exposing the wafer is a non-contact process and it is
assumed that there are no damping forces present in the system. Hence, only the effects of gravity
are modeled in this paragraph, introducing errors in three directions: z, 'Px and 'Py· To model the
overall deformation of the kinematic chain duo to the finite stiffness, the deformation of each link
is modeled separately using the following four loadcases:
1. bending of the base under its own weight
2. bending of the base due to the load
3. torsion of the base duo to the load
4. boaring dofteetion

In this report, the loadcases are applied to substages in two specific stage configurations: stacked
stages and H-bridges. Torsion is not modeled for H-bridge stages, sirree one of the defining properties of H-bridges is that loads are properly supported over the entire workspace. Torsion wil! be
negligible under the assumption that all substages stacked on top of the H-bridge (i.e., rotational
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figure 3.1: nomendature and measurements

stages and lift stages) only perfarm small movements, and their totalload has its center of gravity
inline with the z-axis of the carriage of the H-bridge.
The finite stiffness model is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam equations. This is a valid assumption
when the length of the beams is large compared to its cross-section . Furthermore, this assumes
that the beams are of isotropie material with a constant cross-section, and the deformations remain
small. Because uniform weight distri bution is assumed for the base, torsion of the base due to its
own weight does not have to be modeled. For rotations, the same first order approximations that
were described in chapter 2 are assumed, and hence, the principle of superposition applies and
the effects of each laadcase can be added linearly to obtain the overall deformation. This overall
deformation is then translated to parametrie errors that can be used in the kinematic model at
the end of this paragraph. In the rnadeling presented in this section, the following assumptions
are made a priori:
• All hearings have been modeled as linear springs. Though hearings display considerable
non-linear dastic behavior, over small ranges this approximation is assumed to be valid.
• Only the deformations of the hearings and the base are modeled. The carriage is assumed
to be rigid. Covers that may be applied in the actual system are not modeled here.
• All axes in the structural chain are assumed to be bolted tagether rigidly (i.e., the matching
interfaces between two axes remain in contact and undeformed at all times). The resulting
boundary condition for the laadcase that describes the deformations of the free end is of
type "fixed", as clarified in figure 3.2.
• Bending of the base is modeled without taking the drive system and the measuremen t system
into account. This assumption is valid since the cross sections of these components are small
compared to the cross section of the base.
• The orientation of the carriage of subsystem k - 1 is not discounted in the gravity vector
operating on axis k. The deformations of each axis are assumed to be small enough to justify
this approach. Note that this is similar to assumption made in chapter 2 that parametrie
errors in one axis do not affect parametrie errors in another axis.
Several material parameters are used tbraughout the different loadcases. E is the modulus of
clasticity [pa], and Gis the shear modulus [pa]. I is second moment of area, which expresses the
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SCHEMATIC REPRESENTA TION
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figure 3.2: explanation fixed boundary condition

ability of a shape to resist bending [m 4 ]. Depending on the bearing layout and the design of the
substage, the cross section of the base differs, and accordingly, a different I must be calculated .
As an example, 3 common cross sections are shown in figure 3.3. The left drawing shows a typical
cross section for a base with linear guides (which will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5).
The middle cross section can for example be found in air bearing stages with magnetic preload.
The drawing to the right shows a cross section of an air bearing stage where air hearings are used
to preload the carriage.

figure 3.3: different cross sections for the base
In this chapter, the I's for the first two cross sections will be derived, since they will be used in
the test case in chapter 5. For the simple, rectangular cross section of the magnetically preloaded
stage, I equals:
(3.1)

Here, H is the height of the beam and B the width. Calculating the I for the cross section on
the left is a bit more cumhersome since the bearing rails have to be taken into account . The
measurements of the cross scction are prescnted in figure 3.1. The I for bending can be calculated
to be [BGOl]:

I= 2rH3

+ (B- 2r)h3

- (2rH

3

+ (B- 2r)h) . c2

(3.2)

Wh ere:
c

1 2rH 2
2 2rH

+ (B- 2r)h 2
+ (B- 2r)h

= - . ----"-,,-----'--::,-----'--:--

(3.3)

Here, c denotes the vertical position of the bending axis. The torsional second moment of area
ft [m 4 ] expresses the resistance of the shape to torsion and depends on the height to width ratio
of the beam. lts exact salution can not be found analytically for beams with non-eireular cross
sections. For some simple geometries however, numerical constauts are tabulated for different
height to width ratios [BGOl] that can be used to calculate ft. It is assumed here that both cross
sections modeled in this report can be described by the ft for rectangular beams (i.e., the effect
of the hearing rails is neglected), yielding:

(3.4)
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H/B

1
0.141

c

1,5
0.196

2
0.229

3
0.263

4
0.281

6
0.298

8
0.307

10
0.312

oo

0.333

The distributed load Q is the totalload that is applied divided by the length over which it acts in
[N/m]. The distributed load as aresult of the weight of the free lengthof the base thus equals:
mbase9

(3.5)

Qbase= -L--

3.3.1

Laadcases

Bending of the base under its own weight
Any non-supported part of each link bends under its own weight, which is described by the
laadcases shown in figure 4.2 for a laadcase that describes a stacked system and a laadcase that
describes an H-bridge:

--"t---1

' j - - - - - -:1

Îl

--

---tl

x

L

0

L

0

tigure 3.4: bending of the base due to the load
The governing equations that describe the deflection of the base as a function of x for both stacks
and H-bridges yield [beit01]:

dz ()
X mass,stack

dZ (X ) mass,H =

= -QloadL
EJ
24
-QloadL 4
24 EJ

4

[

[3

_ 4 (LL-x)

+ ((LL-x))

4
]

cL~x)r _ 2 cL~x)r + cL~x)rJ

(3.6)

(3.7)

The maximum values fora stack and an H-bridge can be found at x= Land x= 1/2L, respectively,
yielding:

dz (X= L )mass,stack

dZ (X=

=

l/2 L) mass,H =

-QloadL 4
8

EJ

-QloadL
384

EJ

(3 .8)

4

(3 .9)

From these expressions, it follows directly that the maximum deflection encountered in an Hbridge is a factor 384/4 smaller than the maximum deflection encountered in a stack, for similar
lengtbs and similar weights. This difference is somewhat biased, since it does not express the fact
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that the point of maximum defiection of the H-bridge lies in the center of its workspace, while the
point of maximum defiection of the stack is located in the far ends of the workspace . Furthermore,
H-bridges have larger free lengths than stacks under the same working conditions. Nevertheless,
it illustrates the increased stiffness of the H-bridge in vertical direction .

Bearing deReetion

The load applied to the carriage of an axis is transferred to the hearings of an axis, which will
deform and herree cause the carriage to move in z. Wh en this load is applied with an offset
from the carriages's center, an additional rotational error will be introduced. The magnitude of
both deviations depends on the offset, and the translation al and rotational stiffness of the system,
respectively. Often, values for the latter two parameters are listed by manufacturers of stages. In
that case, the following equations apply:
dz

=

Fload

kt

d'Px

=

d'Py

=

Fload ·U

(3.10)

(3.11)

k<px

Fload ·V

(3 .12)

k<py

with:
kt

translational stiffness

krp;

rotational stiffness

u, v

offset from the center of the table in respectively x and y

When values for translational and rotational stiffnesses are not available, they can be calculated
based on the bearing layout. The bearing layout is of importance sirree it defines the distribution
of the forces exerted by the load onto the base. A model is presented here to calculate the
deviations of systems with four bearing pads, as depicted in figure 3.5, where the load on the
base is modeled as a force at the bearing pad positions. This bearing layout is most comrnon for
long stroke applications, and applies to both linear guides with rolling elements, and air bearings
(both of which are discussed in more detail in chapter 5. Another possible layout consists of two
continuous linear bearings placed on two sides of the carriage, whcreby the load on the base can
best be modeled as a continuous force distribution. Because this type of bearing layout will not
be used in the case study presented in chapter 5, the conesponding laadcases are not explicitly
modeled in this chapter. Thcir derivation however is similar to the that of laadcases presented
here.
It is assumed that the rotational stiffness of each individual pad can be neglected, and all pads
are assumed to be equally stiff. As. suggested by Slocum [Slo92], bearing pairs 2 and 3, and 1 and
4 can first be lumped to distribute the force of the applied load between the pairs of pads based
on the x-position of the point of application relative to the carriages's center (the measurements
that are used are clarified in figure 3.1):

(3.13)
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BEARING LA YOUT

NOMENCLATURE

FORCES

tigure 3.5: infiuence of hearing layout on exerted loads

(3.14)

Subsequently, the resulting forces on each hearing pad can be calculating by distributing the
lumped forces over the conesponding hearing pads based on the offset of the load:

F 1 =FL

F4

= FL

c+v)

(3.15)

(~)
e-=-~)
2[
2b

(3.16)

(~)
2[

2b

F 2 =FL

(~)
2[

c+v)

(3.17)

F3 = FL

(~)
e-=-~)
2[
2b

(3.18)

2b

With known hearing stiffness k, the deviation in z locally at each hearing pad is thus described
by:
6zi,bearing =

F;

k'

i= {1,2, 3, 4}

(3.19)

In section 3.3.2, the resulting parametrie error is derived.

Bending of the base due to the load
The forces exerted on the base by the load are the reaction forces of the hearings; hence, their point
of application coincides with the location of the bearing pads. Since only bending is described
by this loadcase, the lumped forces F2+ 3 and Fl+ 4 can be used to calculate the combined effects
dz2+3 and dzl+4. The following laadcases apply:
The governing equations for a stacked stage yield:

(3 .20)
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figure 3.6: bending of the base due to the load

dzl+4,load

(3.21)

=

Expression A represents the deflection of point X2+3 under the load of F2+3, while expression
B represents the deflection of point x2+ 3 under the load of F1+ 4 . Expression C represents the
deflection of point x 1+4 due to the load F2+ 3, and finally expression D represents the deflection
of point x 1 +4 under the load of F1+ 4 ·
The governing equations for an H-bridge yield:

(L-X2+ 3) [3 (x 2p)3 _ ( 1 + 2xl* 3 ) (x 2p) 3]
[ +(L _ Xl+4) [3 x,{' (x p)3 _ ( 1 + 2xy
2

4

)

(~)3]

3
(L-xl+ 4 )[3(Xlt') -(l+2Xlt4)(X't4)3]
3
[ +x2+ 3 [3 L-~1±3 ( L-~1±4) _ ( 1 + L-~2±3) (

l

(3.22)

]
3
L-~1±4) ]

(3.23)

Torsion of the base due to the load
Torsion of the base occurs when a load is applied to the table with an offset from its centerline.
The corresponding loadcase is presented here. As stated before, only torsion in stacked stages wil!
be modeled; torsion in H-bridges is neglected.

Fz

figure 3. 7: torsion of the base due to the load

The governing equations yield:
(3.24)
B
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(3.25)

c

D

Expression A represents the torsion at X2+3 under the moment applied by F2 and F3, while expression B represents the torsion at point X2+3 under moment coming from F1 and F4. Expression
C represents the torsion at point X1+4 due to the moment exerted by F2 and F3, and expression
D represents the torsion of point x 1 +4 under the moment coming from loads F 1 and F4. The
resulting deflections equal:
ózl,load

= sin('Px1+4,load)b ~ 'Px1+4,loadb;

c5z4 ,1oad

= -ózl,load

(3.26)

c5z2,1oad

= sin( 'Px2+3,load)b ~ 'Px2+3,loadb;

c5z3,1oad

=

(3.27)

3.3.2

-c5z2,load

Translation to parametrie errors

The deformations that have been modeled must be translated to parametrie errors in order to be
able to use them in the kinematic model. The laadcases that are defined in the previous paragraphs
all describe the z-deformation of the base as a function of a single point on the base , while the
interface between base and carriage is formed by four points, i.e., the hearing pads. Moreover, one
pair of pads might be guided by the deformed part of the base, while the other part is still guided
by the undeformed part, as claritied in tigure 3.8:

tigure 3.8: table partly supported by a deformed guide
To capture this effect, averaging is applied over the interface between the table and the base.
Because the carriage is assumed to be rigid, the three error components Tz, Rx and Ry can be
calculated using the average z-position of the four sides of the table. The nomendature is depicted
in tigure 3.9.

''

'.)'3+4

'

'

tigure 3.9: nomendature parametrie error translation
The position and orientation of the table is determined by the dz that each individual pad experiences. The resulting error components yield:
(3.28)
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R x = arcsm
. (Ó Z1+2-l ÓZ3+4)
2

R

y

3.3.3

.
= arcsm

(3 .29)

:::::>

( ÓZ1+4 - ÓZ2+3)
b
2

(3.30)

Finite stiffness errors in the kinematic chain

When multiple stages are modeled in series, the laadcases and subsequently the parametrie errors
apply to each stage independently, but the totalload and the point of application on each carriage
depends on the state of the kinematic chain. This effect can be accounted for by consiclering the
chain from the chuck to the base. First consider figure 3.10, that shows the spatial relationship of
the centers of gravity of the load (ML) , the carriage (Me) and the base (Mb) for one substage i.

x

0

figure 3.10: posit.ion of the centers of gravity

For the top axis i, the total moving mass MM is formed by the carriage with mass Me and the
load with mass ML. The position of the center of gravity can be calculated using equation:

{p} =

I: m; * {p }; ;
I;m;

{p} = [

x

y

z ]

(3.31)

yielding:

(3.32)

For the next stage i - 1, the total rnaving mass MM is formed by the mass of the load , carriage
and stage of the preceding stage i, and the mass of the carriage of the current stage.

i-l{P}M

=

iMM

*

i{P}M

+ iMs * i{P}s + i-l Me*
iMM + iMs + i-lMe

i-

1{p}c

(3.33)

By applying the above equation to each substage in the series, the total load and the center of
gravity for can be calculated recursively.

3.3.4

Design parameters finite stiffness model

The design parameters that result from these models are listed in table 3.2:
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table 3.2: design parameters finite stiffness model
Design parameter
Stiffncss
Mass
Geomctry
Contiguration
Preload

Applicable to
Structurc, bcarings
Structure, drive, hearings
Structurc
Bearings
Bearings, drive

Target val ue
High
Low
Max. I
Max. stiffness
High 1

1

The target va.lue for preload is not "as high as possible", since e.g. lifetirne deercases when higher
preloads are applied. An optimum must be sought.
The relationship betweensome of these parameters follows directly from the Euler-Bernoulli beamequations. To illustrate this, consider the following generalized equation for the maximum deflection of a beam under its own load:

ml 3
C·EI

p

Vl 3
C·I

f=--=-·E

(3.34)

Herefis the maximum deflection in [m], V is the volume in [m 3 ] and Cis a constant that depends
on the boundary condition. In the expression on the right, the two material parameters in the
equation have been isolated, and forma parameter that is called the inverse specific stiffness pj E;
matcrials with high specific stiffnesses suffer less from bending. Specific stiffness forms a design
parameter of its own, since it is often providedas a material parameter.
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Chapter 4

Introduetion to thermal and
dynamic behavior
This chapter farms an introduetion to future research into error models for thermal and dynamic
behavior. In line with the rest of the report, the considerations presented hereare mainly limited to
the componentsof the mechanica! system (i.e., the drive system, the bearings and the structure).
The emphasis of this chapter lays not so much on the quantization of errors, as on the qualification
of the sourees of error, which also enables the derivation of some thermal and dynamic design
parameters for the selected components at the end of this chapter.

4.1

Thermal behavior

Predicting errors due to thermal effects is a difficult matter, because of the complex underlying
physics and the large amount of uncertainties involved. The care of this section will be formed
by a qualitative consideration of the effects encountered in a single substage. The outcome of
this approach provides insight in the key thermal design parameters for each substage. The
complexity of the thermal error increases rapidly with the number of stages; a short introduetion
on the thermal behavior of the entire kinematic chain can be found at the end of this section.
As stated by Soons [Soo93], the full analytica! description of thermal effects in a system is threefold. One sub model has to relate the heat flows in the system to the operation parameters like
motor current, stage movement and temperature of the environment. From these heat flows, the
temperature distribution in the structural loop can be modeled. Finally, a third sub model has
to link the temperature distribution in the structural loop to an error on the wafer. McClure
[McC67] translates these subsystems into three key strategies to imprave the thermal performance
of a system. The key strategies presented here have been translated to the lithograpbic case:
1. Control of heat flows into the stage, measurement system and wafer
2. Design of the stage and the measurement system to reduce their sensitivity to heat flow
3. Compensation of the induced error through controlled corrective motions
Any combination of these three strategies can be used to imprave thermal performance. Most
strategies applied in existing platforms are of the third category. The induced thermal error is
37
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calculated using input data as a substitute for one or two rnadeling steps. Temporature sensors
on the machine are often used to measure the temporature distribution directly, eliminating the
need for analytica! models of the heat sourees and the heat flow. Due to the large number of
temporature sensors this requires, other models have been developed that use temporature data
from a smal! number of strategically placed sensors (i.e., close to the heat sources) to predict the
heat flow instead of the temporature distribution [Sch03]. For an extensive overview of examples
of thermal error correction as a function of both measured temporature distri bution and measured
heat flow, the reader is referred to the work of Soons [Soo93]. The use of real time temperature data
instead of analytica! models in addition with the need for calibration using artifacts to compensate
for simplifications like the assumption of stress free thermal deformation makes it difficult to use
existing models for temporature correction as a design tool, because they generally do not provide
the required insight in the actual sourees of error.
In precision engineering design, Bryan's thermal effects diagram [Bry90] is commonly used to
identify and categorize the effects of thermal influences [Slo92, Bos95, RuiOl]. The diagram is
shown in figure 4.1; note that it is a slightly adapted version of the original diagram so that is
better agrees with the nature of the application (i.e., "cutting process" is replaced by "exposure",
"part" by "wafer" etc.). The three thermal systems introduced earlier can also be recognized
in the diagram: heat flow is linked to temporature distribution, which in turn is linked to the
thermal error. The temperature distribution is subdivided into two main catcgories: uniform
temperatures other than 20" C and non-uniform temperaturcs. There is astrong analogy between
this division into static and dynamic phenomena, and the division of mechanica! problems into
(statie) distartion and (dynamic) vibrations [McC67]. Hcnce, the two groups can also be lookcd
at as thermal distartion and thermal vibration, the latter comprising both temporature gradients
and temporature variations. A subset of temporature variations is formed by thermal influences
of wafers that are brought into the machine at another temporature than Tenv· In this chapter,
the influence of both types of errors on machine performance is identified.

figure 4.1:

Therrnal Effects Diagram

In the thermal effects diagram, the three main elements of the system (the stage, the wafer and the
measurement system) areshownon the bottom. They are affected by heat from the sourees that are
shown on top of the diagram through the three wel! known heat transfer mechanisms conduction,
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convection and radiation. Uniform temperatures can only be created by the environment and by
the coolant system, which is indicated by the one-way arrowin the diagram. The thermal effects
diagram is simplified for the specific case of lithography by the following assumptions:
1. It is assumed that there is no (thermal) coupling between the stage and the optical column.
This allows for the stage to be regarcled as a stand alone system, with room temperature
and dose being the only external thermal influences.
2. The effect of people is left out of consideration.
3. Since the system is assumed to be in an environment controlled room, it is assumed that
the room temperature is always uniform and does not suffer from gradients. The effects of
(uniform) variations however are taken into consideration.

4.1.1

Thermal performance parameters

The simplified thermal effects diagram is used to identify the thermal performance parameters
of the system. Based on these thermal performance parameters (that characterize the "thermal
quality" of the stage), thermal design parameters can be derived. First, the thermal errors resulting
from bath uniform and non uniform temperature distributions are considered here:

• Uniform temperatures other than 20" C introduce thermal expansion of the structural
merobers of the system described by:

t:,.L = a · L · (Tbody

-

20)

(4.1)

Linear expansion in the structural merobers of a substage is of minor concern, as long as
the distance between the coordinate frames of the base and the table can be accurately
measured. Rulers that are used in most linear drives are therefore only fixed to the base at
one point, while the rest of the ruler is simply supported so that it can move freely relative
to the rest of the base. Linear expansion in the driving direction is directly measured and
corrected for, given that the ruler is made of a low expansion materialor that its expansion
is compensated for using temperature data. Effects of linear expansion in all other directions
are small when the system is properly designed.

• Effects of temperature gradients and temperature variations have a much higher
impact on machine performance than the effect of uniform temperatures, because the resulting errors are more difficult to predict and to correct. Temperature gradients cause
bending and torsion of the structural members, introducing errors in multiple directions and
decoupling of the measurement system from the driving direction.
Temperature variations cause temperature gradients that vary with time, originating from
transient heat sources. An example is the illumination process, in which wafers are exposed
at intervals. Wafers that enter the tool at another temperature than Tenv farm a special
case of transient heat sources, referred to as "thermal memory". Thermal errors under the
intlucnee of transient heat transfer are very difficult to model correctly, and should therefor
be minimized.
Basedon the effects of temperature distributions on the system, thermal performance parameters
can be derived. The effect of linear expansion is predictabie and correctable, and hence small
compared to the effects of temperature gradients and variations. Hence, gradients and variations
should be minimezed, which can be achieved by bath conducting proper thermal management,
and by minimizing gradients. These two considerataions are used to characterize the "thermal
quality" of the system, captured by the following thermal performance parameters:
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• The net heat transferred to the system after minimizing, isolating and cooling heat
sources.
• The system's ability to minimize gradients by miniruizing the resistance to heat flow
throughout the system
Note that these two concepts correspond to the heat sourees and heat transfer mechanisms presented in the thermal effects diagram. The thermal performance parameters are discussed in more
detail in the following paragraphs:

Heat transferred to the system
On top of the thermal effects diagram, several heat sourees are listed. Since the system is assumed
to be operated in an environmentally controlled room, the main heat sourees are the tool and the
exposure. Coolants are also an important heat source, but in the context of this report, they are
best regarded in conjunction with the heat sourees they cool.
• During exposure, energy from the bcam of light is transferred into the system through the
wafer. The amount of energy that is being transferred depends on the type of resist that
is being used. Typically, heat generated by the illumination process lays in the order 2000
m W j cm 2 . Due to the differential thermal expansion between the wafer and the chuck, the
wafer is caused to drift away from its nominal position, which is partly counteracted by the
vacuum force that is used to clamp the wafer [Mui98]. However, since the amount of heat
transferred to the system during exposure is an illumination parameter and hence the same
for all alternatives, it is not a discriminating parameter, and as such it is not considered in
more detail at this point.

• Heat dissipation in the drive system is a function of the required power and subsequently
the power losses in the drive system. The required power is related to the applied motion
profile, since the motion profile determines the force that the drive system has to deliver.
The RMS force that is required given a certain profile is calculated using:
t

-

1

-

t- to

j (m · a(t) + F1)2dt

(4.2)

to

Here, FRMsis de RMS force in [N], mis the mass that is driven in [kg], a(t) is the acceleration
as a function of time in [m 2 /s] and Ff is the friction force in [N]. The continuous current
that is required can then be calculatcd using:

(4.3)
where K 1 is the motor force constant in [N/JW]. The thermal power that is generated by
the motor is expressed by:
Pth

3

2

= 4RIRMS

(4.4)

In this equation, R is the resistance of the motor in [~], which is temperature depcndant.
The factor 3/4 originates from the three phase operation and the wounding of the motors
[Mar05a]. The dissipated power has to be calculated in two steps due to the temperature
dependenee of the resistance. First, the steady state temperature has to be calculated. At
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steady state, the thermal power generated by the motor has to equal the power dissipated
by the motor's surroundings. When no cooling is applied, the power that is dissipated by
the motor's surroundings is given by:

Pdiss

=

1
-R
th

(T- T2o)

(4.5)

Here, Rth is the thermal resistance in [° K /Watt] that includes bath the internal thermal
resistance of the motor, and the thermal resistance of the motor to its surroundings. Rth
is an experimentally determined parameter under given environmental circumstances, and
it is specified by motor suppliers. The steady state expression Pth = Pdiss is now used to
calculate the steady state temperature of the coils. This steady state temperature can be
used to calculate the rcsistance of the capper wire at that temperature, and subsequently
the actual thermal power generated by the motor coils can be calculated using equation 4.4
[Mar05b]. Note that this calculation applies to bath linear motors and ball screws, since
the working principle of the drive units are essentially the same. Differences between for
example ironcare and ironless motors are expressed in different motor constants and thermal
resistances, which accordingly farm thermal design parameters. Obviously, the combination
of a high KJ and a low Rth is most advantageous from a thermal point of view.
• Friction is the third design parameter that is derived here. In linear motors (which are noncontacting), the friction force Fj is virtually absent. Ball screws do suffer from a considerable
amount of friction. The friction force contributes to higher thermal losses in the motor
because of a higher motor current that is required, but friction also farms a heat souree of
its own. The heat flow developed by friction between two boclies is a linear relationship
between friction force and velocity, as illustrated by the following well known expression for
frictional heat between two sliding bodies:

Q = Fj · V =

/1- • Fn · V

(4.6)

This equation expresses a linear relationship between the friction coefficient M[-], the relative
speed between the surfaces v[m/s] and the normal force Fn[N] that acts on the surface
(directly related to the driving force FRM s). The expression for rolling friction yields a
similar linear relationship. Frictional heating can thus be minimized by miniruizing the
friction coefficient J-l, which farms a design parameter.

System's ability to minimize gradients
In this section, the system's ability to minimize gradients is modeled for a simple beam. The
combined thermal problem for the entire system is far more complex, consisting of an extensive
thermal network, but this chapter aims at deriving thermal design parameters for which the beam
model is illustrative.
In the thermal effects diagram it was shown that two types of thermal gradients exist, namely
steady state gradients and dynamic gradients. If the period of fluctuations in heat flow Q in
[W] is greater than the thermal response time of the beam, steady state heat transfer is reached;
otherwise, transient heat transfer exists [CA94]. The thermal response time of a beam can be
calculated by sealing the following (simplified) energy equation:

(4.7)
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The full derivation of the scaled equation lays beyond the scope of this thesis, but is presented in
detail by Dantzig and Tucker [DT01]. The scaled equation identifies the characteristic time (the
thermal response time) to be:

(0.5H) 2

(4.8)

te=-'-----'----

k

Here, H is the height of the beam, and k is a parameter called the "thermal diffusivity" which
equals )../ p x c, where ).. is the thcrmal conductivity in [W/m x KJ, c is the specific heat in
[J/(kg x K)], pis the density in [kg/m 3 ]. The thermal diffusivity is a measure for the transient
settling of a non uniform temperature distribution. Materials with high diffusivities stabilize
rapidly after a change in temperature. Based on the thermal response time in combination with
the characteristics of the heat flow, either a steady state approach or a transient approach to the
rnadeling problem can be followed, both of which are described here:
• When steady state heat transfer exists, the temperature gradient in the beam is described
by Fourier's law. When Fourier's law is considered in one direction only along the beams
length (i.e., with ambient temperature Tamb at one end, and Tsaurce at the other), it reduces
to [Che87]:
Q=ÀdT

(4.9)

l

Since the system described here is linear, dT simply equals Tsource - Tamb. When this expression is combined with thc expression for linear thermal expansion (equation 4.1), one
obtains the following expression for the linear thermal strain dl:
dT
a
dl =a-l= 2-Ql 2
2
)..

(4.10)

Where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion in [K- 1 ]. The ratio a/ À describes the
dimensional change of a structure, and is preferable as luw as possible. Smal! values of a/ À
either point out a low coefficient of thermal expansion, or high thermal conductivity of the
beam.
• When transient heat transfer exists, the sealing of the energy equation provides a secoud
important characteristic value. The "Biot number" represents the relative importance of
convective heat transfer at the surface relative to heat conduction within the body:

Bi= h (0.5H)
)..

(4.11)

In this equation, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient in [W/m 2 K], which is determined
experimentally for a number of conditions. Typical values for h range from 5- 30 for natura!
convection, and from 10 - 300 when forced convection due to flowing gases exists. Smal!
Biot numbers (Bi << 1) imply that transporting the heat away from the surface is much
harder than conducting heat from the interior of the body. This means that for transient
heat transfer at low Biot-numbers, the gradients in the body are minimized. Large Biot
numbers on the other hand (Bi "' 1) point out that heat is much more easily transferred
from the surface of the beam than in the body itself, implying large temperature gradients
within the body.
The following example is adapted from [DT01] and shows thc dirnensionless temperatures
within three beams of different materials, which are subjectcd to a step in temperature.
The graphs are the outcorne of the scaled energy equation prcsented at the beginning of
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this paragraph, for three positions in the beam: at the surface, at l/4H from the surface
and at the center of the beam at lj2H . The materials that are shown here are aluminum ,
granite and zerodure, which have Biot numbers of respectively 0.004, 0.286 and 0.625. The
relation between the Biot number and non-uniform temperature distributions in the material
is dearly visible:
aluminum; Bi = 0.0042194

granite; Bi= 0.28571

zerodure; Bi = 0.625

-~ with different Biot-numbers as-~
tigure -~
4.2: temperature distribution in materials
a function of time

In the aluminum beam, thermal gradients are almost absent due to the small Biot number. In
both the granite beam and the zerodure beam, considerable gradients exist during transient
heat flow. Zerodure however has a very low coefficient of thermal expansion, making the
material nevertheless suitable for precision applications (note that this is also expressed
by the small a to À ratio of zerodure). The Matlab-script that was used to calculate the
temperature distributions was ported from a C-script described by Dantzig and Thcker
[DTOl], and can be found in the appendix A.
Figure 4.3 plots the ratio of expansion to conductivity against inverse diffusivity for the materials
listed in table 4.1. For consistency and easy visual judgment, it is suggested in [Che87] to plot
the inverse of the diffusivity, so materials that perform relatively well on one parameter are found
dosest the axes, having materials that score high on both parameters lie dosest to the origin. In
a system where rapidly changing thermal loads are applied , a low inverse diffusivity is desirable
for rapid stabilization. However , when long term stability is needed, low steady-state distortion is
desired , which is expressed by a low ratio of expansion to conductivity.
table 4.1: selected materials commonly uses in precision engineering
Abbreviation
Al
Al203
Be
Bra
Bro
Cl
FQ
Gr
lnv
Mg

Material
Aluminium
Alumina
Beryllium
70/ 30 brass
92/8 bronze
Cast Iron
Fused Quartz
Granite
Invar
Magnesium

Abbreviation
Mo
Si
SiC
SiN
Sinv
St
St St

w
z

Material
Molybdenum
Single crystal silicon
Silicon Carbide (reaction bonded)
Silicon Nitride (reaction bonded)
Super lnvar
Koolstofstaal
18/ 8 stainless steel (RVS 302)
Thngsten
Zerodure
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tigure 4.3: ratio of expansion to conductivity against inverse diffusivity

4.1.2

Thermal behavior throughout the kinematic chain

In the thermal model presented here, a global analysis of some important thermal performance
parameters is given. The next step would be to model the actual deformations of the kinematic
chain due to thermal behavior. This demands for the definition of a thermal network that models
the heat flow and temperature distribution throughout the entire kinematic chain. A challenge
lays indefininga thermal network that fits the modular approach followed in this report, for which
future research is needed.

4.1.3

Thermal design parameters

The design parameters derived in t his paragraph are listed in table 4.2:
table 4.2: design parameters thermal behavior

Design parameter

Applicable to

Friction
Thermal resistance
Max and cont . current
Force constant
Power loss
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Thermal expansion
Density

Drive, hearings
Drive
Drive
Drive
Drive
Mainly structure
Mainly structure
Mainly structure
Mainly structure

Preferable
value
Low
Low
Low
High
Low

}

Small Àj px c
Small Bi
Small<>/À
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Dynamic behavior

The dynamic behavior of the system describes its response to time varying disturbances, either
from external or internal sources. Modeling the dynamic behavior is complex, sirree accurate
descriptions of bath the sourees of dynamic errors and the behavior of the system are generally
hard to obtain. Therefor, dynamic errors are aften regarcled as random, in contrast to e.g. finite
stiffness errors that have a highly systematic behavior [Wee96].
The approach that is followed in this paragraph is to identify the key dynamic performance parameters for one axis, instead of deriving a full scale dynamic model for the entire stage. Dynamic
behavior of the entire kinematic chain is shortly discussed at the end of this paragraph. First
an overview of dynamic errors is given, after which the sensitivity to certain dynamic errors is
investigated for bath scan-during-exposure and step-and-expose. Once the problem is reduced to
a limited number of significant effects, their effect on the performance is modeled. Table 4.3 gives
an overview of the dynamic errors that occur in the operation of a linear motion system.
In this report, only the mechanica! structure is reviewed, and accordingly the unoontrolled behavior
of the system has been discussed in this paragraph. However, the dynamic performance of the
system is greatly determined by the closed loop servo system including the controller, amplifier
and measurement system. A well tuned servo system with a high closed loop bandwidth and
a well tuned (feed forward) controller minimizes settling time and provides increased stability.
Quantitative results cannot be obtained without taking these components into account. Also, the
considerations here apply to very simplified models; e.g., the effect of farces that are applied with
an offset from the center of mass are not considered, but they do farm an important souree of
disturbances and should be thus incorporated into a quantitative model. The analysis presented
in this chapter however only aims at providing an introduetion to key performance parameters
and design parameters that express the "dynamic quality" of the system.
table 4.3: overview of dynamic errors (adapted from [Wee96])
dynamic error

forced
vibrations

free
inertial effects

Causes
external:
cnvironment
components:
controllor
bearings
drives
axis accelarations
environment
axis accelerations

Measures

isolation
design I control
design I eontrol
design I control
control I compensation
isolation
control I compensation

• Vibrations occur when farces (external or internal) disturb the static state of balance of
the system. When the disturbing force is applied once within the timescale of the resulting
oscillation, the resulting vibrations are only maintained by the elastic farces in the structure.
If the disturbance farces are time-varying, the resulting vibrations are called forced vibrations. A machine structure that is subject to forced vibrations characteristically vibrates
with the frequency of the excitation force. If the excitation frequency is close to one of the
natura! frequencies, the vibration is amplified. Free vibrations that are e.g. caused by axes
accelerations generally force the structure to vibrate in one or more of its natura! frequencies
[Wee96].
• Inertial effects are acceleration dependent joint and link defiections. The effecting errors
are quasi-static [Slo92, Wee96], and modcling is equivalent to rnadeling finite stiffness er-
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rors. These errors can be calculatcd using their maximum effect, based on the maximum
acceleration in the system, as e.g. done by Terken [Ter85] for CMM's.

4.2.1

Dynamic performance parameters

The importance of each of these errors depends on the pattem of motion, as addressed by Radigan
and Chin [RC03]. During scanning, vibrations of the chuck induced by the hearings and the drive
system are of main concern (forced vibrations). When stepping, natura! frequencies of the drive
assembly, excited by axis accelerations, influence the settling time of the system and form the
biggest obstacle (free vibrations). Floor vibrations that are transmitted to the chuck degrade
the image quality in both cases. However, sirree isolation of floor vibrations is both possible
and necessary regardless of the wafer stage design and the pattem of motion, and herree not a
discriminating factor, the effect of floor vibrations has not been taken into account in this report.
Quasi static link and joint deflections (inertial effects) have a minor contribution to the overall error, sirree both in steppers and scanners, there are nominally no axis accelerations during imaging
(in contrast to e.g. lathe's, where accelerations are present during operation). Disturbing accelerations during scanning at constant speed (i.e., speed fluctuations during scanning) are assumed
to be too smal! to result in considerable quasi static joint and link deflections in the scope of this
report. The forced and free vibrations of the system are regarcled as the significant sourees of
dynamic errors (whereby their relevanee depends on the pattem of motion), and herree they are
used as basis for the performance model. Fora scanning application that is subject to forced vibrations, the lowest natura! frequencies are of concern. For stepping applications that suffer from
free vibrations, the settling time is the key performance parameter. Both performance parameters
are discussed here in more detail.

Natura! frequencies
The positions of the lowest natura! frequencies of the system are dominant in the determination of
the system's bandwidth. Also, the coincidence of internal vibrations from e.g. the drive and the
hearings with the system's natura! frequencies should be avoided sirree vibrations are amplified
around the natura! frequencies. This especially applies to low natura! frequencies, which correspond to the lower stiffnesses in the system and thus give rise to the largest effects. Radigan
and Chin [RC03] pose that for lithographic applications, a lowest natura! frequency that exceeds
150 to 200 Hz should be the target. The gain at the natura! frequencies can bc decreased when
damping is added to the system. Future research is needed to the inherent damping properties of
the components presented in this report. The reader is referred to e.g. Slocum [Slo92] and Bamberg [BamOO] for elaborate overviews of various strategies to increase damping through design
measures.
To estimate the lowest eigenfrequcncies, two approaches can be followed. A simple model can
be defined for each substage that consists of two masses (i.e., the mass or reflected inertia of
the moving part of the actuator and the load). The natura! frequencies in the driving direction
of the substage can be calculated from the stiffness and damping of the drive and the damping
of the hearings. Both in [Slo92] and [Par03], this approach is used to estimate the mechanica!
bandwidth of stages in different directions. This modeling approach however does not take cross
talk between the stages into account. To incorporate cross talk, a model is needed that accounts
for components of all substages in the kinematic chain. Insection 4.2.2, a more extensive dynamic
model is introduced that incorporates cross talk throughout the kinematic chain. None of the
modeling approaches is elaborated in this report; only design parameters to influence the natura!
frequencies are discussed here, which are derived in the next paragraph on settling time. However,
further research into dynamic behavior is one of the most important next steps that has to be
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taken in extending the work presented in this report.

Settling time
The settling time is generally defined as the time required for the oscillations of a step response on
a system parameter (e.g. velocity, location) to damp out to within a specified narrow band around
the steady-state value of the excit ed system parameter (e.g., ± 1%), as clarified in figure 4.4:
w

0

:J

>:::;

±1%
_______ ____ t ____ _

0.

>::
<1

--- ------r----·

SETTLING TIME

T IME (SEC)

tigure 4.4: typical step response of a second order system

In this paragraph, an expression for the settling time is derived for a single substage, which is
sufReient for the derivation of design parameters. The dynamic behavior of the substage is roughly
approximated using a secoud order rnass-spring-damper system. This approach is based on the
assumption that the dominant poles of the higher order system that describes the full dynamic
behavior of the substage correspond to the po les of the secoud order approximation, so the outcome
of the secoud order system is a good indicator for the settling behavior [FPEN]. The simp Ie secoud
order model is shown in figure 4.5:

m

tigure 4.5: second order rnass-spring-damper model

In this model, the dis the damping of the drive system [N/ s], kis the stiffness of the drive system
[N/ m] and mis the moving load [kg]. The undamped natura! frequency of the system is calculated
using the wel! known expression:

(4.12)
Wh en a narrow band of ± 1% is defined around the steady stage value (as depicted in figure 4.4),
the settling t ime for a step response is estimated by [FPEN]:

ts

4.6
(wn

= --

(4.13)

In this equation, ( is the damping ratio [-]. The design parameters that result from the derivation
of the settling time are stiffness and mass that are needed to maximize the natura! frequency of
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the system. Together with this natural frequency, the settling time is determined by a third design
parameter, the damping ratio, which strongly depends on the type of drive.

4.2.2

Dynamic behavior throughout the kinematic chain

As stated earlier, to obtain accurate quantitative results for the dynamic errors in each joint,
the dynamic behavier of the entire stage as a whole must be considered using e.g. multi-body
dynamics. Lagrangian dynamics can be used to estimate the first natural frequencies by combining
dynamic models for each axis, as e.g. done by DeNijs [Nij87] fora CMM. This (modular) approach
can be applied to a kinematic chain of substages by rnadeling each base by an elastic beam, with
a rigid carriage connected to it with six springs that represent the bearings, and one spring that
represents the drive, as depicted in figure 4.6:

figure 4.6: model for the Lagrangian clescription of one axis
The four vertical springs represent the locations of four bearing pads, while the two horizontal
springs discount the rotational stiffness around the z-axis and the lateral stiffness. The advantage
of using this Lagrangian model is that the general description applies to each translational axis,
regardless the choice for specific drives or bearings, and multiple axes can be easily combined by
combining the respective stiffness and mass matrices , applying some bookkeeping to account for
shared general coordinates. This method can then be used to derivc the transfer function of the
mechanica! system. This transfer function can be combined with the transfer functions of the
controller, amplifier and data-acquisition system (which are straightforward to derive) to obtain
the transfer function for the entire servo system as presented in the block model in figure 1.3.
As a final remark, is should be noted that dynamic models output the position of the centers
of mass as a function of time, and that the centers of mass normally do not coincide with thc
joint CF's. Hence, the spatial relationship between the joint CF and the center of mass must be
known in order to derive the parametrie errors. Note that this information is also required for the
calculation of parametrie errors due to finite stiffness of the kinematic chain, as presented in some
detail in section 3.3.3.

4.2.3

Dynamic design parameters

Table 4.2.3 lists the design parameters that result from the analysis presented in this paragraph:
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table 4.4: dynamic design parameters
Design parameter
Mass
Stiffness
Damping ratio
Vibrations

Applicable to
Bcarings, motor, structure
Bcarings, motor, structure
Bearings, motor, structure
Bearings, motor

Preferably
Low
High
High
Low, of. Wn
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Chapter 5

Casestudy
5.1

Introduetion

In this chapter, a qualitative analysis of the derived kinematic model is presented basedon a case
study concerning the selection of a waferstage for a lithographic tool for the MEMS and MST
market. In this case study, three alternatives are presented that vary in design parameters and
geometry. A qualitative analysis is performed on the model's ability to reflect these parameter
variations in a sensible and proportional way.
First, an introduetion is given to the "top level performance parameters" of lithographic tools that
wil! be used to judge the alternatives. Based on the top level performance parameters, wafer stage
specifications are derived with the intended market for MEMS and MST in mind, to define the
working range for the substages. The actual case study is narrowed down to a simple cross table
consisting of two linear long stroke substages. An introduetion to these linear substages precedes
the sectionon alternative generation, in which three alternatives are defined basedon two different
configurations, varying in design parameters and geometry. Using the Matlab-code that can be
found in appendix A, the effect of different geometries and design parameters on the performance
of the stage is determined and analyzed.

Top level performance parameters
The top level performance parameters of a lithographic system are used to express the machine's
performance [CSS03]. From the top level parameters, performance parameters can be derived
for the different subsystems of the tool. In this paragraph, top level performance parameters are
discussed, based on which performance parameters for the stage wil! be derived.
• Overlay is defined as the reliability interval of all overlay errors (99.7% / ±3a) within a
time period of five days [Sys94], where overlay errors are position errors of layer N to layer
M over all exposed fields on a wafer. To illustrate this, consider a wafer containing a grid
of fields . The position of each individual field on the wafer is described by wafer coordinate
i. Each field contains a number of alignment marks, whose locations within the field are
expressed by the field coordinate j. When both layer N and M are aligned using the same
mark set, the overlay error then yields:
(5.1)
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Where d is the distance between marks on subsequent layers, W is the measured (mark)
position, m and n are layer indices and i and j are wafer and field coordinates, respectively.
When two lines are exposed on subsequent layers that were supposed to coincide, a typical
value for allowable overlay is 1/3 of the line width .
It follows from the overlay definition that overlay is a relative expression, i.e., it is a measure
for the distance between two points on two layers that should nominally coincide. An
impHeation of this definition is that only non-repeatable errors add to the overlay; other
errors do not add to the relative error as long as they are repeatable from layer to layer.
Since this property applies to layers shot on a single machine, this type of overlay is referred
to as single machine overlay. When both layers are shot on different machines, the resulting
overlay is referred to as machine to machine overlay.
• Depth of focus (DoF) is the dimension in which an image retains a useful quality, in
other words, the focus range over which the resolution specification is fulfilled. The DoF is
calculated as the minimum depthof focus over all field locations, i.e. :
DF

= min(DF;)
'

(5.2)

In this expression, DFi is the local depthof focus for field i. Both the lens and (mainly) the
stage introduce focal distortions that decrease the depth of focus . When these distortions
are accounted for, a Usabie Depth of Focus (UDoF) is obtained, which is separately specified
for the lens and the stage. The UDoF of the lens is assumed to be given, leaving the UDoF
of the stage as the performance parameter. The relation between these expressions is given
by:
UDFstage

= UDF1ens- max(Mi)

(5.3)

'

Here, M; is the local height induced by the machine at the surface of a perfectly flat wafer
in field position i. Note that wafer flatness is incorporated in the budget for usabie depth of
focus of the lens [Sys94].
• The critica! dimension (CD) is the width of the lines and spaces of critica! circuit patterns. There are three factors that determine this parameter: the process factor (Kl), the
wavelength and the numerical aperture of the lens. The process factor is proportional to
the difficulty of the lithography process, determined by the performance of the system, the
photo-resists process, and the mask. The numerical aperture is a measure for the resolution
of the lens, and the wavelength refers to the wavelength of the light that is used to pattem
the wafer. In high end lithography, the Kl factor has been driven close to its limits. In
this market, smaller CD's are pursued by using light sourees with shorter wavelengths, or
by increasing the NA by e.g. immersion lithography. In !ow-end lithography however, the
most cost-effective option to obtain suflident detail is by increasing stage performance.
• The wafer size co-determines the throughput and the required rotational accuracy of the
wafer stage, since rotational errors are amplified over the radius of the wafer.

Specifications wafer stage
The case study presented in this chapter is concerned with the selection of a wafer stage for
a hypothetical low end lithographic tooi for the MEMS and MST market. Critica! dimensions
and overlay budgets in this market is typically one to two orders higher then those for high end
lithography. Indicative values for the top level performance parameters for these tools are listed
in table 5.1, loosely basedon specifications drawn up fora demonstrator for the MEMS and MST
mar ket.
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table 5.1: top level performance parameters for the case study
Specification
Overlay
Focus
Critica! Dirneusion
Wafer size

Typical value
~

0.3 f1ID

15 f.J,ID
1 f1ID
300 mm
~

~

The top level performance parameters can be translated to specifications for the stage, that together define a working range for the components. The parameters listed in table 5.2 are again
loosely based on the demonstrator discussed in the previous paragraph.
table 5.2: performance parameters for the stage
Specification
max. scanning speed
max. stepping speed
max. acceleration
stage repeatability x, y
stage repeatability z
range x, y
range z
range 'Pz
payload on the top axis

5.2

Typical value
10 mm/s
100 mm/s
10 - 100 m/s 2 (0.1- 1g)
0.1 f1m
0.5 p.m
~ 500 mm x500 mm
2 mm
2n-rad
~ 15 kg

Generating alternatives

The process of generating alternatives for a specific set of requirements (!isted in a System Performance Specification or SPS) is ciarifled in the flowchart shown in figure 5.1. First, the functional
axes of the system are derived, as wel! as the alignment axes that relate to the accuracy with
which the wafer is placed onto the stage. Based on the required axes, possible configurations are
generated. Using technica! data and possibly business aspects, substages are selected tofarm the
physical memhers of the proposed configurations. Note that this step may result in different alternatives with the same configuration. All alternatives that result from the last step are calculated
using a Matlab algorithm, after which the outcomes are judged to determine whether the alternative is unsuitable, whether an incremental step is needed to imprave the system's performance,
or whether the alternative meets the specifications.
The final selection between the generated alternatives can be made looking entirely to technica!
performance, but as already mentioned in chapter 1, other parameters are also important in
selecting the top alternative. When a selection has to be made based on multiple criteria, a
decision making methad can be used to structure the decision making process. Though this is
beyoud the scope of this report, in which all alternatives are judged solely on their technica!
performance, an introduetion to multiple criteria decision making is given in appendix B.
For the case study presented in this section, the suitability is nat judged, but the outcomes of the
calculation step are analyzed to determine the influence of the geometry and the design parameters
on the performance. The functional axes are the x- and the y-axes, which are used to describe
the required pattem of motion for the lithograpbic process. The alignment axes are the 'Pz-axis,
that is used to align the wafer around the z-axis, and the z-axis, used to compensate for lens-errors
and to be able to use wafers with different thicknesses. From a cast perspective, the original intent
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tigure 5.1: alternative generation flowchart

was not to incorporate 'Px - and 'Py-axes.
In line with the focus in the rest of the report, only the linear axes of the stage are considered
here. This is adequate for the intended goal of qualitative analysis of the kinematic model. Error
correction strategies have not been taken into account ; only pre-alignment is assumed, i.e., t he
initia! position of the wafer is exactly in the center of the workspace. A worst case approach is
followed, meaning that error statistics have not been taken into account. In this case study, the
performance of the stage is only expressed using overlay.

5.2.1

Generate configurations

Based on the functional axes for this case study, two straightforward configurations are defined, as
discussed in section 2.3.1: a stack and an H-bridge. The stack is build up of two linear substages
that together form a crosstable. Both linear substages are assumed to be of the same type. For
the H-bridge, a comrnercially available H-bridge is selected that incorporates x and y axes. Based
on the stack, two alternatives wil! be generated by selecting different substages with different
characteristics. To this end , first an introduetion wil! be given to linear stages in t he next section.

5.2.2

Introduetion to linear stages

In this section, the drives and hearings found in long stroke linear stages are introduced shortly as
a framework for the selection of substages. The components that are presented here are selected
for their applicability in the light of the wafer stage specification derived earlier.
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Drives

Drives are an important component of each substage, since drives determine the performance of
the stage to a large extent . Moreover, drives represent an important share of t he overall casts
of the design. A braad range of linear and rotary actuators is available on the market, which
can be divided into two groups. Direct drive mechanisms directly generate movement from the
motor's power without any form of transmission, while indirect drives do incorporate transmission
to convert rotary to linear motion or vice versa, or to reduce speed. Because of the absence
of transmission, direct drives aften are contactless, i.e., without mechanica! contact between the
rnaving parts. Examples of direct linear drives include linear motors, pneumatic and hydraulic
cylinders, piezo-actuators and -motors, etc. Examples of indirect linear drives are lead screws,
rack-and-pinion drives and conveyer beits. Within the scope of long stroke linear stages, linear
motors and lead screws are discussed in more detail in this chapter.

Linear motors
Linear motors essentially work the same as (electric) rotary motors. Subsequently, there are
as many types of linear motors as there are rotary motors, e.g. permanent magnet (PM) brush
and brushless linear motors, induction linear motors and PM stepper linear motors. Each motor
type has its own advantages and disadvantages, but in practice almast exclusively PM brushless
linear motors are used because of their outstanding performance in closed loop incremental motion
[BacOO, Ete04]. Consequently, this paragraph will concentrate on this type of linear motor.
PM brushless linear motors rely on the attractive and repulsive farces between two magnets,
depending on how their polarities are aligned. The combined attractive and repulsive farces of
a pair of reversely polarized magnets that are fixed to the world propel a third magnet that can
move perp endicular to the polarity of the magnets. When the rnaving magnet is replaced by a
coil, it can move in both directions by switching the current. Continuous movement is achieved by
operating the coils in sets of three opposed by four permanent magnets, to avoid "death positions"
[Tec02]. Linear motors that rely on this working principle can be divided by the core material of
their coils:
• Ironcore motors have their coils in the rnaving part wound around a laminated steel core
(see figure 5.2). Because of the use of steel, astrong magnetic attraction force exists between
the twó parts of the motor, reaching magnitudes of up to two or three times the maximum
thrust force [Tec02].

PLASTIC PROTEeTION
CLEAT
MAGNETIC WAY
POWER CABLE
WINDINGS
TEMPERA TURE
SENSOR CABLE
MAGNETS

tigure 5.2: ironcare motor (adapted from [Ete05])

• Ironless motors consist of a U-shaped stator with permanent magnets on both interior
walls. The rotor is formed by a rnaving coil assembly (see figure 5.3). Because the core
and armature of ironless motors have poor magnetic conductance and there are two air gaps
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in the magnetic circuit, the magnetic resistance is much higher compared to the ironcore
motor. This results in lower efficiency, lower continuous forces and more heat dissipation.
However, because of the balanced design, there is no attraction force or cogging; the only
net force is the thrust.

POWER CABLE

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR CABLE

figure 5.3: ironless motor (adapted from [Ete05])

Also, the fixed magnets and the coils can be switched; the resulting system is then called a
moving magnet motor. Because the moving part only consists of permanent magnets, no cables
are required on the moving part, and the system can easily be cooled since all components that
dissipate heat are located on the fixed world. However, when all coils are constantly actuated , the
power dissipation is high, but switching idle coils off requires multiple switching amplifiers, raising
the cost of the application. Because of its redundant nature, this type of motor is rarely used in
commercial applications, placing them beyoud the scope of this thesis. However, for designs that
do not rely on commercially available systems, they might form an excellent alternative, especially
in applications where fitting a cable management system forms a problem.
Leadscrews

Lead screws can be divided into two groups based on the contact mechanism between the nut
and the screw [Ltd02b]. Either the nut is directly driven by the screw, with sliding contact between the two to allow the conversion of rotary to linear motion, or rolling elements are placed in
between the nut and the screw to change to rolling contact. The rolling elements are constantly
recirculated, as depicted in figure 5.4:
figure 5.4: technica! drawing bal! screw
Bali nut

Ball nuts need to be preloaded to eliminate the effect of backlash (play in the axial position of the
ball nut) . Higher preload means higher stiffness in the axial direction, but also increases friction,
leading to wear (resulting in reduced lifetimes) and higher heat production. Lubrication is used
to reduce these effects, making proper sealing necessary for clean room compatibility.
comparison
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In the following overview, bal! screws, ironcare motors and ironless motors are compared within
the framework of the error models, based on the design parameters derived in chapters 2 and 4.

• Geometrie errors: Many bal! screw systems use an eneader on the rotary motor as position
feedback. For these systems, lead error is the most critica! indicator of travel accuracy
[Scr98] . To anticipate this inaccuracy, linear measurement systems can be used in precision
applications that directly measure the position ofthe bal! nut. Also, the backlashand friction
make that bal! screws are less accurate than linear motors.
• Finite stiffness: As mentioned in section 3.3, the finite stiffness of the drives is not taken
into account in the finite stiffness model.
• Thermal bevavior: Ironcare motors have a better thermal performance compared to their
ironless counterparts not only because of their higher efficiency, but also because the iron
core can transport heat away from the coils at a much higher rate than the epoxy that is
used in ironless motors. Also, the design of ironcare motors inherently leaves more space to
fit cooling channels. Furthermore, ironless motors heat up the magnetplate more quickly,
because of the large area of the coils that is exposed to the permanent magnets compared
to ironcare motors. However, this also allows ironless motors to be caoled more easily using
air, which can be advantageous in clean room environments.
Although the friction in bal! screws is low compared to sliding nuts, still a considerable
amount of heat is generated due to frictional effects, especially compared to linear motors .
Heat generation in bal! screws is issue because the heat directly affects the drive system, and
heat removal can be problematic, because most of the surface of the bal! screw assembly is
exposed to air.

• Dynamic behavior: The core and armature of ironcare motors have low magnetic resistance, and only the magnets and a single air gap contribute to the resistance in the magnetic
circuit [Tec02] . This results in astrong flux, making it possible to operate the ironcare linear
motor with high continuous farces and good efficiency. Ironcare linear motors suffer from
cogging (preferred positions of the rnaving part relative to the magnet plate due to magnetic attraction between the two), but compensation is possible using well-tuned feedforward
controllers or by making adjustments to the hardware.
The higher magnetic resistance of ironless motors results in a lower inductance compared to
ironcare motors. This allows for higher rates of change, i.e., ironless motorscan handle rapid
movements and are able to react quickly to disturbance farces. The dynamic performance
of ironless motors is consequently better than that of ironcore motors, generally achieving
shorter settling times and higher speeds. However, high quality controllers and amplifiers
are needed to achieve this, which increases the cost of the application.
Bal! screws can pose problems from dynamic viewpoint because of the large interaction
between mechanica! parts. Bal! screw speed is limited by two factors : the critical speed of
the shaft (the rotational speed at which the natural frequency of the shaft is reached), and
the revolving speed of the halls [NM98]. At high revolving speeds, the repetitive shocks of the
halls entering the return tube causes damage to the circulation mechanism. For long stroke
bal! screws however, the maximum speed is predominantly determined by the critical speed
of the shaft. The resonance that occurs can be in the order of several millimeters, causing
damage and considerable disturbance in the system. The bal! nut divides the shaft into two
separate beams each having their own natura! frequency that depends on the position of the
nut. When the nut is in either one of the extreme positions, the lowest natura! frequency
exists (and hence, the lowest critical speed).
Table 5.3 compares ball screws to linear motors:
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table 5.3: comparison of different drive types
Design parameters
Max. continuous force
Max. peak force
Moving mass
Friction
Repeatability
Disturbance forces
Damping
Speed
Acceleration
Range
Environmental sensitivity
Lifctimc
Maintenance
Scalability

Ironless LM
~ 10 1 - 0.5 * 10 3 N
~ 10 2 - 2.5 * 10 3 N
highest

Ironcore LM
~ 10 2 - 10 4 N
~ 10 2 - 10 4 N
medium

rvO

rvQ

highest
medium
none
highest
highest

medium
lowest
none
medium
medium

Hallscrew
> 10 4 N
> 10 4 N
lowest
considerable
lowest
highest
sorne
lowest
lowest

00

00

00

N/A

N/A

00

00

N/ A

N/ A

N/A
limitcd
lubrication needed
class 10

Hearings
Nijsse [Nij01] and Slocum [Slo92] distinguish seven different types of hearings that are suitable for
application in precision linear motion systems. A short overview of these hearing types is given
here:
• Sliding hearings are the most straightforward type of linear hearings, where the rnaving
part slides over a guiding surface (e.g. a rail). The contact surface can be lubricated,
but when the lubricant fully separates the moving part from the rail , the hearing is called
hydrodynamic. Sliding hearings have good stiffness and damping, but suffer from friction.
• Rolling element hearings utilize halls or cylinders between the moving part and the
guiding surface replace sliding contacts, replacing sliding friction by rolling friction which
is considerably smaller when hard surfaces are considered. Rolling element hearings are
typically preloaded to increase stiffness, which introduces a highly over constrained system.
To reduce wear, lubricants can be used.
• Elastic hearings guide the moving load by allowing the hearing elements to deform elastically in the direction of motion while fixating the other five degrees of freedom. In practice,
this means that the stiffness in the direction of movement is kept low, while the stiffness in
all other directions has to be as high as possible. The most commonly used elastic hearing consists of a combination of two leaf springs. Over short ranges, elastric hearings have
excellent accuracy of rnotion, especially when measures are taken to counteract parasitary
motion due to shortening of the hearing elements. The range of the hearing is limited by
the elastic range of the elements. The stroke also depends greatly on the geometry or the
hearing elements, but a typical order of magnitude is 10mm.
• Hydrodynamic hearings require relative motion between the guide and the rnaving part to
build a pressurized film of hearing fluid between the two. Spiral graves can be manufactured
in the hearing surface to increase this pressure build up [Bee04]. It follows directly from the
working principle that hydrodynamic hearings have no load hearing capability when there is
no motion. Because of this, hydrodynamic hearings are rarely used as linear hearings, sirree
the hearing force is zero every time the direction is changedat the end of each stroke [Nij01].
• Hydrastatic hearings are fitted with an external pump that feeds pressurized hearing fluid
to the hearing. This results in a hearing with continuous load capability, high stiffness (when
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preloaded) and virtually no wear. Also, hydrastatic hearings have good accuracy because
of their averaging effect on surface defects in the guide. The major drawback of hydrastatic
hearings is the continuous flow of hearing fluid, which can easily contaminate the system
and requires extensive peripheral systems.
• Aerodynamic and aerostatic hearings are simply a special case of hydrastatic and
hydrodynamic hearings in which the hearing fluid is air. In principle, other gases could be
used too (making the term "gas hearing" more appropriate), but almost always clean, dry
air is used. Aerostatic hearings are usually simply referred to as air hearings. The use of air
entails some important advantages over liquid fluids like oil. Given that the system is not
operated in vacuum, air does not contaminate the system. Furthermore, the use of air results
in a much lower friction coefficient compared to oil. Air hearings do have lower stiffness and
damping than hydrastatic hearings.
• Electromagnetic hearings use magnetic force to have the moving load "float" in a controlled magnetic field. Electromagnetic hearings are thus non-contacting, lubrication free
and clean. Moreover, SKF claims on their website that electromagnetic hearings introduce
little vibrations and have low energy consumption, together with high surface speeds and
the possibility to be used in submerged operation. Because the magnetic field produces
the hearing force, the only deviations come from amplifier noise and imperfections in the
controller and the sensors. However, only few systems are commercially available at the moment, mainly focused on rotary motion. At this moment in time, electromagnetic hearings
are not yet "proven technology", let alone used in commercially available linear stages. They
do hold an important promise for the future.

Semiconductor rnanufact u ring poses high demands on bi-directional repeatability, smoothness of
motion and smal! error motions (i.e., yaw, pitch, rol!, straightness and flatness). Furthermore,
linear hearings need to be clean room compatible, necessitating hearings to be either well-sealed,
or free of wear and lubricants other than clean air to prevent partiele excretion. Consequently,
the scope in this report is limited to air hearings and rolling element hearings.
Air bearings
Air hearings can be divided into two groups: orifice hearings and porous media hearings. In
orifice hearings, thc air is forced into the narrow hearing gap through a number accurately drilled
holes. Grooves are often applied to distribute the air over the hearing surface. In porous media
hearings, the air is forced through a block of porous material (often carbon) to distribute the
hearing force over the entire area of the bearing. Porous media hearings are more stable, require
less air and have a higher load capacity than orifice hearings, and because they are nowadays more
widely available at lower prices, they are becoming increasingly pop u lar. Porous media hearings
are more sensitive to dirt, which especially requires care during production and assembly. Air
hearings require peripherals in the form of clean air supply and tubing, which increase the costs
of the application. Air hearings on the other hand require no rnainterrance and have a virtually
infinite lifetime since no wear occurs.
Rolling element bearings
For the x and y axis, substages are selected that combine rolling element hearings with ball
screws. Both components are considered here before a selection is made. In figure 5.2.2, the range
of available linear rolling elements is presented (adapted from [Ltd02a]).
In precision applications, mainly 3 types of hearings are used: crossed roller hearings (4), linear
guides (9) and linear bal! bushings (7) [Slo92, SKF93], each of which is shown in figure 5.6.
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RECIRCULA TING TYPE
(INF INITE STROKE)

2
3

GROOVED RACE

NON-REC IRCULA TING TYPE
(LIMITED STROKE)

NO GROOVED RACE
START
RECIRCULA TING TYPE
(INFINITE STROKE)

6

DOUBLE ROW
GROOVED RACE
ROUND RAIL
NO GROOVED RACE

SQUARE RAI L
NON-RECIRCULATING TYPE

GROOVED RACE

(LIMITED STROKE)

SQUARE RAI L

1. Linear rollerhearing
2. Roller pack
3. Linear roller guicle
4. Crosscel roller

5.
6.
7.
8.

GROOVED RACE

Cage & roller (ladder type)
Ball pack
Linear ball bushing
Ball splinc

NO GROOVED RACE

9. Linear guide
10. Linear bal! guidc
11 . Stroke hearing

figure 5.5: rolling element hearings

figure 5.6: crossed roller hearing, linear guide, ball bushing (adapted from [Slo92])
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Most short stroke precision motion systems are titted with non-redreulating bearings because
they are stiffer in the load direction (approximately one order compared to redreulating bearings
[BW05] and they do not suffer from vibrations coming from the elements entering the raceway
(about one tenth of the jitter of redrculated balls [Eid03]). When the required stroke exceeds
100 to 200 millimeters, redreulating bearings are commonly used. Typically, four bearings are
mounted to the four corners of the table, running on two rails. Bal! bushings are generally mounted
in the same way as linear guides, i.e., four bushings running on two shafts are used to support
a rnaving table. The overconstrained nature of this layout does pose considerable demands on
mounting accuracy. Bal! bushings form a cost effective alternative when demands on running
accuracy and stiffness are less stringent; in the scope of this thesis however, their accuracy and
stiffness is insufficient , as becomes clear from tigure 5. 7. This tigure shows the performance of all
three bearing types (running accuracy is expressed per meter) [SKF93]:
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figure 5. 7: performance of different rolling element hearings
Comparison

In the following overview, air bearings and rolling element bearings are compared within the
framework of the error models, based on the design parameters derived in chapters 2 and 4.
• Geometrie errors: Air bearings have a natura! smooth run, because of the averaging
effect of the large bearing surface. This property increases with the number of holes in the
bearing, which explains why porous media bearings have a smoother run. Local porosities in
the guiding surface (for example when using granite) can cause alocal drop in the pressure.
This problem can be met by using extra densitied granite. Air bearings suffer from a variation
in air gap due to fluctuations in the air supply that is typically 0,1 p,m, but this variation
has a very smooth character. Stahilizing the air supply by using restrictions can decrease
this variation.
The running accuracy of rolling element hearings is shown in tigure 5.7. Extra attention
is required when using rolling element bearings in short stroke applications. To prevent
excessive local wearing, a relatively long stroke has to be made periodically to re-orient the
balls in the bearing. When grease is used as means of lubrication, it is possible that very
smal! movements transport the oil away, leaving only the so called "soap" matrix. This
wil! introduce an increased initia! friction (fretting corrosion). The problem can be dealt
with by using a proper lubricant. The use of lubricants can pose problems with clean room
compatibility. However, with the proper lubrication and sealing, class 10 repeatability is
manageable.
• Finite stiffness: Rolling element hearings have a considerably larger stiffness per building
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volume than air bearings, which is expressed numerically in table 5.4. For both bearing
types, prelaad can help increase the stiffness.
• Thermal behavior: Because rolling element bearings suffer from friction , they generate
heat. Air bearings do not generate heat , but they effectively isolate the system, disturbing
heat flows frorn settling in the system.
• D ynamic behavior: Air bearings suffer from very few disturbances. One particular notorious souree of disturbance however is" pneumatic harnmer", whereby the pressure build up
in the air gap becornes unstable. Pneumatic hammer is difficult to model , but safe operating
areas can be defined to avoid it.
The motion error of rolling element hearings has a stochastic nature. Little bumps in the run
introduce inaccuracies in the motion profile, but moreover, they introduce vibrations into
the systern. Typical frequencies are correlated with the movements of the rolling elernents,
i.e. several harmonies of bal! waviness and guide waviness can be recognized as a function of
bearing speed [Wen98] . Wh en linear guides are used , a second important souree of vibrations
is formed by balls entering the runway. Smoothness can be improved by preloading the
hearings, but this deercases life time and adds more friction. For a linear guide used in
precision applications, a typical prelaad value is 0.13 times the maximum load. The life
time of bal! hearings depends on the ratio of the applied load divided by the maximum
dynamic load specification. Fora ratio of 1, the expected lifetime is standardized to 100.000
meters. The life time increases logarithmically when this ratio decreases, so when only half
the indicated maximum load is applied, the bearing lasts 10 times longer. For applicable
bearing types, the prelaad and the modest payload typically equall/4 to 1/s of the maximum
allowed load.
Table 5.4 compares the different types of bearings discussed here:
table 5.4: comparision of different guides based on design parameters
Design parameters
Yaw, pitch, rol!
Straightness, flatness
Friction
Stiffness
Load
Disturbance forces
Damping
Speed
AcceleJ·ation
Stroke
Environmental sensitivity
Lifetime
Maintenance
Sealability

5.2.3

Air hearings

Crossed roller

+
+

0

0
10-3

10-5

50
Lowest
Lowest

100 N/um

<=

8000 N/um
Highest
Medium

+
0
0
(X)

10- 3
400 · 1000 N/um
Medium
Highest

+
+
+

0

<

Linear guide

200 mm

(X)

Sensitive to dirt
(X)

N/A

limited
lubrication needed
class 10

Limited
lubrication Needcd
class 10

Select substages

Based on thc prcvious section, two notably different types of substagcs are sclcctcd to define two
alternatives bascd on a stacked configuration. The third alternative is formcd by a H-bridgc. In
this section, all three alternatives are prcscntcd to sornc detail, and thcir performance is calculated
using the Matlab-code presented in appendix A. The results are analyzed at thc end of this section.
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Alternative 1

The first alternative is formed by a stack build up of two substages that are selected to have no
mechanica! contact between the moving parts (i.e., air bearings are used as bearings, tagether
with (contactless) linear motors). A schematic drawing of one such stage is shown in figure 5.8:
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tigure 5.8: schematic drawing of a stage with air bearings and a linear motor

The measurements and geometrie errors for this stage are adapted from a commercial stage that
is typical for this configuration (the Aerotech ABL2000). The second moment of area is calculated
using the cross section depicted in figure 5.8; the stiffness of the air bearing is set to 1 · 10 8 [Pre03].

Alternative 2
The second alternative is formed by a stack of substages that contain components where mechanica!
contact is present between the moving parts, i.e., rolling element hearings. In this example, a stage
with a linear motor is selected instead of a ball screw. A schematic drawing of such s stage is
shown in figure 5.9:
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tigure 5.9: schematic drawing of a stage with mechanica! hearings and a linear motor

The measurements and geometrie errors for this stage are adapted from a commercial stage that
is typical for this configuration (the Aerotech ALS5000). The second moment of area is calculated
using the cross section depicted in figure 5.9; the stiffness of the bearing pads of the linear guide
are set to 5 · 108 [Slo92].

Alternative 3
The third alternative is an H-bridge, where the axes camprise air bearings and linear motors (i.e.,
contactless motion) . Again, the measurements and geometrie errors for this stage are adapted
from a commercial stage that is typical for this configuration (the Aerotech ABL90500-500). The
second moment of area only has to be calculated for the top axis, which has a cross section of
approximately 250 x 250 mm. The stiffness of the air bearings is set to 5 · 108 [Slo92].
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5.2.4

Calculate performance

As mentioned before, the Matlab-code in appendix A is used to calculate the performance of the
three alternatives. This code allows stages to be defined as Matlab-structs, that simultaneously
contain t he geometry, material parameters, errors and meta-d ata like manufacturer and type .
Different configurations can be defined in a separate file using a minimal amount of coding, making
use of coupling matrices that are expressed in normalized coordinates to allow easy positioning.
The code can be used to calculate the separate contributions of the different loadcases defined in
the finite stiffness error model, to gain insight on the key performance parameters of the stage.
The calculated performance for the three alternatives is tabulated in table 5.5:
table 5.5: Calculated overlay performance in micrometers
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Table 5.5 displays sensible results, clearly demonstrating t he proportion ality of t he model. Note
t hat t he tabulated values represent t he effective errors in t he overlay on t he wafer; alternative 1 and
2 show large values for the hearing deflection compared to alternat ive 3, because alternative 3 (the
H-bridge) does not suffer from offset loads, and hence, ro tational errors due to hearing deflection
are absent . lt can be clearly seen that the H-bridge has the best overall performance. The air
hearing stage has a slightly better geometrie performance compared to the stage with mechanica!
hearings, which was to be expected because of the use of non-contacting moving elements. The
lower stiffness of air-hearings however causes problems with offset loads resulting in considerable
errors (as stated, mainly because of rotational errors). lt also becomes clear t hat bending and
torsion of the base due to the load is negligible compared to hearing deflection, especially when
offset loads are present.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations
6.1

Conclusions

A methad is presentod to derivo kinematic modcls for wafer stages that consist of modular (commercial) axes, by combining separate models for each individual axis. Within this approach, axes
are defined as modular "building blocks" that describe the geometry, nominal position and errors
of each axis using homogeneaus transformations. These building blocks can be easily combined
into different configurations to determine their applicability, again using the same framework of
homogeneaus transformations. The errors in each axis are related to the components of the axis
by four error models, each descrihing errors with a distinct nature. The following conclusions
apply to the mathematica! framework using homogeneaus transformations:

• The mathematica! framework can be used to express the state of any serial combination of
substages in termsof errors, geometry and commanded positions. Moreover, the frameworkis
applicable to any serial configuration of structural clements, making it possible to model the
entire structuralloop of wafer stage, base frame, rotiele stage and lens using this framework.
• Because the error components are a priori linearized and independenee of the error componentsis assumed, the resulting parametrie errors in each carriage are a linear combination of
the individual error components. This allows error models to be defined independent from
other error models, and their effects to be regarcled without consiclering other errors. This
implies that the model can be readily extended with additional error models and additional
components without limits.
• Because all parametrie errors are linear combinations of individual error components, the
output of the system is always proportional to the input. Parameter variation can therefor
be used to identify the sensitivity of the model to different inputs. Because errors are directly
related to the actual components found in each axis, this provides insight in the key design
parameters that determine the performance. Parameter variation can also be used to size
components.
• The mathematica! framework can only be applied to serial configurations; parallel axes can
not be modeled unless they are translated to a scrial configuration. This serialization has
to capture the defining properties of the original parallel system; this is not always possible,
and must be invcstigated for each individual case. Note that the H-bridges presentod in this
report can be modeled as a serial stack that captures all their characteristic proporties.
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The presented method is elaborated for the static behavior of the mechanical system (that is
comprised of the hearings, drives and structure) under the assumption that the system is in rest,
all transient effects are damped out, all inputs to the system have a constant nominal. value and no
external forces are applied to the system. This forms a clearly defined subset of the full research
that has to be performed. Within this subset, error modcls have been defined for geometrie errors
and errors due to the finite stiffness. Furthermore, an introduetion is given tothermal and dynamic
error models, which can be used to extend the model. Based on the static error modcls and the
considerations on thermal and dynamic behavior, quantitative and qualitative design parameters
are derived for the components. The following conclusions apply to the kinematic model with the
static error models derived in this report:
• The list of design parameters that is derived from the four error models closely matches
the design parameters found in literature on precision motion systems (e.g., [Eid03, Slo92,
Par03]). This indicates that for the selected components, the suggested error modeling
approach grasps the most important aspects.
• The case study that is presented in chapter 5 does not have real quantitative value, but
its outcomes show the ability of the model to produce sensible outcomes that capture the
theoretical characteristics of the three alternatives that were dcfined. A convcnicnt and
fast algorithm has been written to define and calculate commercial substages in different
configurations, which can be found in appendix A.
• At this point, the presented model can only be used for qualitative analysis, sirree the quantitative performance needs to be validated in the light of the assumptions that have been
made. Also, thermal and dynamic behavior have not been taken into account. Furthermore, the model presented in this report can only be applied to a limited range of systcms
for which error models have been defined (linear stagcs with hearing pads); the addition of
more models must broaden the range of the model.
• The model prescnted here is mainly concerned with the technical feasibility of each altcrnative. Additional parameters like "time to market", "developmcnt cxpense" and "rnainterrance
requircments" have nat been incorporatcd into the model. Thcir addition can farm a valuable extension of the work presented here, but first the technical part of the model must be
extended to deliver quantitative results, taking all error types into account.
The conclusions presented in this chapter demonstrate the applicability of the mathematical framework of homogeneaus transformations in the scope of this report, satisfying all requircments in
terms of accuracy, modularity, cxtendibility and broad applicability. The error rnadeling approach
shows good compliance with system engineering theory, and the results of the case study indicate the correctness of the followed approach. Hencc, future research to extend the kinematic
model based on the presented mathematical framework and error modeling approach is justified,
and must primarily aim at braaderring the range of applicability and enabling quantitative use.
Recommendations to achicve bath goals are given in the next scction.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.2
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Recommendations

Based on the conclusions presented in the previous paragraph, this paragraph presents recommendations for further research. The recommendations presented here are subdivided into separate
categories for the mathematica! framework, the error models presented in this report, and the
extension of the model.
• Recommendations with respect to the mathematica! framework:

- For the required accuracy in the scope of this report (focussing on low-end lithography),
the validity of the assumption of independenee of the errorcomponentsis demonstrated
in literature (e.g. [Soo93]). Wh en higher accuracies are required, a quantitative lower
limit for the validity of this assumption must be defined to determine the applicability
of the model.
- The assumptions related to the translation of a parallel system to a serial description
have to be verified, either experimentally of by further theoretica! analysis. This is
particularly important for H-bridges, which are commonly used in stage configurations.
No statistics have been incorporated into the model at this point; future research is
needed to find a way to use quadratic summation within linear framework presented in
this report.
• Recommendations with respect to the current error models:

Additional finite stiffness models must be defined for e.g. rotational axes, lift stages,
rolling hearings etc.
The finite stiffness models presented in this report only have a theoretica! basis. The
practical validity needs to be verified experimentally.
More in-depth research is needed to relate parametrie errors to the geometrie properties
of the structural elements of the stage. The geometrie errors in this report are entirely
basedon "black box"-data supplied by manufacturers, which provides little insight and
can be confusing in terms of what exactly is specified. Additional research provides
more insight in the key design parameters in geometrie error modeling, and it defines
what information should be provided by the manufacturer.
• Recommendations with respect to extending the model:

Quantitative error models must be defined for thermal and dynamic behavior, taking
into account not just the hearings, drives and structures, but also the measurement
system, controller and amplifier.
The in- and output specification presented in chapter 1 has to be elaborated, after
which relevant in- and outputs must be incorporated in the model.
The separate error models as well as the overall kinematic model have to be validated
to demonstrate the ability of the model to quantitatively describe stage performance.
Extensive case studies have to be performed for existing systems for which actual data
is available on both performance and design parameters.
The model can be extended to incorporate other systems in the lithographic tool, e.g.
the metroframe and the reticle stage.
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N omenclature
Symbol
a
c
d
D
E
F'
G
g
h
I
I

Units
mjs'
JjkgK
Nsjm

Pa
N

rn

Pa
m/s 2
Wjm 2 K
m4
A
m4
Njm
N/Wo.5
kg

lvf
p

w

ft

k
KJ

Description
Acccleration
Specific heat
Coefficient of damping
Desirability
Modulus of Elastic:ity
Force
Shear modulus
Gravitational constant
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Second moment of area
Current
Torsional second moment of area
Stiffness
Motor force constant
Mass
Comparison matrix
Power
Relative priority
Heat flow
R.elative importance
Rotational error
Resistance
Therrnal resistance
'n·anslational error
Temperature
Time
Force offset
Speed
Distributed load
Distancos

p

Q

w

r

R
R
Rth
T
T
'lL, V

V

w
x,y,z

rad

n
OC/W
m

oe

s
m
mj.s
Njm
m

Throughout the report, a right handed coordinate frame is used, as depicted in figure L
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NOMENCLATURE

Greek symbol
a

1rc

Units

E:

m,rad

(
À
À

W/mK

p,
p
IJ

r.p
w

Subscript

kg/m 3

*

rad
rad/s

Description
Coefficient of thermal expansion
6DOF parametrie error
Damping ratio
Eigcnvaluc
Thcrmal conductivity
Coefficient of friction
Density
Standard deviation
Angle
Angular frcquency

th

Description
act u al
ambient
characteristic
dissipated
error
friction
axis
maximal
minimal
nomina!
natura!
root mean square
souree
thermal

Abbreviation
CF:
Cl:
CMM:
DoF:
HM:
MCDM:
MEMS:
MST:
SPS:
UDoF:

Description
Coordinate frame
Consistency index
Coordinate Measuring Machine
Depth of Focus
Homogeneons Matrix
Multi Criteria Decision Making
Micro Electro-Mechanical Systerns
MicroStructurcs Technology
System Performance Specification
Usabie dcpth of l:<öcus

a
arnb
c
di.ss

f
max

min
n
nat

rm.s
souree

NOMENGLATURE
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z
<pz

<pi?

y

V

x

tigure 1: Right handed coordinate frame
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Appendix A

MATLAB-scripts
Cooling of a slab

A. l

The scripts presented here are used to calculate the cooling of a slab of material as a function of
time for different locations in the slab, for different Biot-numbers (see section ??. The scripts are
ported from C-code that is presented in the workof Dantzig and Tucker [DTOl].
cooling_a...sla b .m
1 . format long e; close all;
2 % aluminium granite zerodure
3 mats(1) .name = 'aluminum' ;
4 mats( 1 ) .rho = 2.7 * 1 0A3;
5 mats ( 1) . cp = 0 . 8 8 * 1 0 A3 ;
6 mats (1) .k = 237;
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

mats(2)
mats(2)
mats(2)
mats(2)

.name = 'granite' ;
.rho = 2 . 65 * 10A3;
.cp = 0.82 * 1 0A3;
.k = 3.5;

mats(3) .name = 'zerodure' ;
mats(3).rho = 2.53 * 1 0A3;
mats(3).cp = 0.82 * 1 0A3;
mats ( 3) . k = 1 . 6;
h

H

20;
0.05;

eps1 = 1e- 4; eps2
n time = 51;
figure;

eps1;

for n = 1:length(mats)
Bi = (H*h) /mats (n) . k;
alpha = mats(n) .k/(mats(n) .rho*mats(n) .cp);
te = HA2/alpha;
temp_hist = [];
for x= 0:0.5:1
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temp_hisLx = [] ;
for m = l:SO
elmin
(m-l)*pi + epsl;
e l max
O.S*(2*m-l)*pi- epsl;
el(m)
elroot(elmin,elmax,Bi,epsl);
end
for t = l:ntime
td = lOA(-3 + S.S*(t-1 )/ntime ) ;
sum = 0;
for m = l:SO
temp _hist _t _x = [ ];
c_m = 2*sin (el (m)) I (el (m) + sin (el (m)) *COS (el (m))) ;
t erm= c_m*exp(- td * el (m)A2) * cos (el (m)*x);
sum = sum + term;
centrib = abs(term/sum);
if (contrib < eps2)
temp _hist _t _x = [td sum];
break;
end
end
temp _hisLx = [t e mp_hisLx; temp_hisLLx];
end
temp _hist = [temp_hist, temp_hisLx];

32
33
34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
4S
46
47
48
49

so
Sl
S2
S3
S4

ss
S6
S7
S8
S9
60
61
62
63
64
6S
66
67
68

end
subp l ot(l,3,n ) ;
semilogx(temp_hist(:,l )* tc,temp_hist (: ,2 ) , 'b' );
grid; hold on; axis ([O. l leS 0 1] )
subplot (1, 3 , n);
semilogx(temp_hist(: ,3) *tc,temp_hist ( :,4 ) , 'r' ) ;
grid; hold on; axis ([ O.l leS 0 1] )
subplot ( l,3 , n);
semilogx(temp_hist( : ,S)*tc,temp_hist(:,6 ) , 'k' );
grid; hold on; axis( [0.1 leS 0 1]);
legend ( ' center' , 'quarter' , 'surface' , 'location' , 'southwest' );
title ([ mats (n) . name ' ; Bi = ' num2str (Bi)] ) ;
xlabel( 'time [s] ' ); y l abe l ( 'dimensionless temperature' );
end

elroot .m
1
2

function out= elroot (elmin,elmax,Bi,eps l )
maxit
1000;

3

4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
lS
16
17
18
19

for i
l:maxit
f l eft = elmin * tan (elmin ) -Bi ;
fright = elmax * tan (elmax) - Bi;
e l mid = (elmin + elmax )*O . S;
fm i d = elmid * tan (elmid )
Bi ;
if (abs(fmid) < epsl )
out = (elmin + elmax) * O.S;
return
elseif ((fleft * fmid ) <= 0)
elmax = e l mid;
if (abs(elmax-elmin) < epsl)
out = (elmi n + elmax) * O.S;
return
end
el se
el min
elmid;

A.l. COOLING OF A SLAB
if (abs(elmax- elmin) < epsl)
out= (elmin+elmax)*0.5;
return
end

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

end
end
disp( 'maximum number of iterations exceeded!' );
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Integrative algorithm

A.2

The matlab code presented in this section is used to calculate the performance of modularly
configured stages. The main file is main. m, which calls the files systemsDef. m, nomina! . m and
finiteStiffness .m. The file buildStage .m is called by nominal.m, finiteStiffness .m calls
the files loadH. m and loadStack. m
The use of rotational stages and lift stages is supported by the general code, but finite stiffness
models have not been defined. This means that only the geometrie errors of these stages are taken
into account. Their mass is naturally taken into account in the deformation of other stages.

main.m
The file main.m forms the core of the algorithm. It loads the libraries and applies the model to
the defined system.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

clear all; clc; close all; format long e;
global stack; global chuck;
systemsLib;
mag = 1000;
waferRadius = 150;
gridSize = 150;
focalPoint = [0;0;0];
overlay = [ ];

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

% define chuck
chuck.mass = 10;
chuck.geometry
[300 300 100];
chuck.offset = [O ,O,chuck .geome try (3)/2];

% location of CoM

% define a system build from stages
select = 3; systemsDef;
% define which finiteStiffness-model to use (0

FS

5; geo

=

=

none, 5

all);

1;

% define nominal build up
sys = nominal ();
% calculate nominal zeropoint of the stage
vars
getVars(sys.Hnominal)';
Hn_O
subs(sys.Hnominal,vars,zeros(1,length(vars)));
Tn_O
Hn_O (1:3,4);

% calculate commanded positions
offset = focalPoint- Tn_ O;
marks = defineGrid(waferRadius,gridSize,offset);
% calculate the actual HTM for a certain position
for n = 1:size (marks,2)
inVars = []; outVars = [] ; sys.Hactual = eye(4);
% substitute commanded values for global variables and calculate error
% marix

x
y

z

eval( [ 'symvar('' ' ,char(sys.Hnominal(1,4)), ''') ' ]);
eval( [ 'symvar('' ' ,char(sys.Hnominal(2,4)), '' ') ' ]);
eval( [ 'symvar('' ' ,char(sys.Hnominal(3,4)), '' ') ' ]);
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

if -isempty(X)
inVars = [inVars,X]; outVars
end
if -isempty(Y)
inVars = [inVars,Y]; outVars
end
i f -isempty (Z)
inVars = [inVars,Z]; outVars
end
for j
k
i

[outVars,marks(1,n)];

[outVars,marks(2,n)J;

[outVars,marks(3,n)];

1:length(stack)
length(stack)-(j-1);
stack(k) .stageld;

% derive HTM with finite stiffness errors for this stage in this spot
fHTM = finiteStiffness(k,inVars,outVars,FS);
if geo
gHTM
stack(k) .Herror;
el se
eye (4);
gHTM
end
% multiply with previous result
sys.Hactual = (stack(k) .realCouple * (gHTM * fHTM * stack(k) .Hnominal)) ...
* sys.Hactual;

end
Hn
subs(sys.Hnominal,inVars,outVars);
Ha
subs(sys.Hactual,inVars,outVars);
He
inv(Hn) * Ha;
waterVector = [(marks(:,n)-offset) ;1];
overlay = [overlay, He*waferVector-waferVector];
end
overlay
max(sqrt(overlay(1,:).A2 + overlay(2,:).A2))

systemsDef.m
In the file systemsDef. m, one or more systems can be specified
1
2
3
4

% the coupling matrices are expressed in the CS of the previous stage
if select == 1
% stack with air bearings
stack(1) .stageld
1;

5

6
7
8
9
10

stack(2) .stageld
1;
stack(2).couple = HTM(Rxyz([O 0 0.5*pi]),[O 0 0]);
elseif select == 2
% stack with rolling element bearings
stack(1) .stageld
2;

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

stack(2) .stageld
2;
stack(2).couple = HTM(Rxyz([O 0 0.5*pi)),[O 0 0]);
else
% H- bridge
stack(1) .stageld

4;

stack(2) .stageld
5;
stack(2).couple = HTM(Rxyz([O 0 0.5*pi]),[O -0.5*Pi 0]);
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end

nominal.m
The file nominal . m is loaded on startup, and calculates the nominal HM for each stage that is
used in the system based on the information in the building blocks.
1
2

function SYS = nominal()
global stage; global stack;

3

4
5
6
7
8

% build the nominal matrix
for j
1:length(stack)
k = length(stack)-(j-1);
i = stack(k ) . stageid;
buildStage(i,k ) ;

9

% derive direction matrices in terms of measurements of the stage
if -is empty(stack(k) .couple )
couple = stack(k) .couple;
baseGeometry = couple(1:3,1:3 )*[ stage(i ) .baseGeometry(1); ...
stage(i) . baseGeometry(2) ;0];
couple(1,4) = couple(1,4) * baseGeometry(1 );
couple(2,4) = couple(2,4) * baseGeometry(2);
stack(k) .realCouple
couple;
el se
stack(k) . realCouple
HTM ( eye ( 3 ) , [ 0 0 0] ) ;
end

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

% multiply with previous result
i f exist ( ' sys' )

sys.Hnominal

(stack(k) .realCouple * stack(k) .Hnominal) * sys.Hnominal;

sys.Hnominal

stack(k) .realCouple * stack(k) .Hnominal;

el se
end
end

29

30

SYS = sys;

buildStage.m
The file buildStage . m builds the error matrix of each of the stages used in the system, and
dynamically symbolizes all variables needed (Translating local variables to global variables) .
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

function gHTM
global stage;
% INPUT:
% i:
stage
order
% k:

= geometric(i,k)
global stack;
id
of the stage

% symbolize required symbolic variables. locally, only x,rx,z and rz are
% needed (and defined in that order) .
DOFs = [ 'x' , 'z' ] ;
symVars = [] ;
for n = 1:2
symT = strcat(DOFs(n) ,num2str(k));
symR = strcat( 'r' ,DOFs(n) ,num2str(k));
eval ( [ ' syms (' ' ' symT ' ' ' , ' ' ' symR ' ' ' ) ; ' ] ) ;
eval( [ 'symVars=[symVars, [' symT ',' symR ']] ;' ] );
end

% derive translational vector
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if stage(i) .axistype <; 3
T; [symVars(1) 0 stage(i) .baseGeometry(3)];
elseif stage(i) .axistype ;; 4
T; (0 0 stage(i) .baseGeometry(3)+symVars(3)];
else
% it is a rotational axis
T; (0 0 stage(i) .baseGeometry(3)];
end
% derive rotatien matrix
i f stage(i) .axistype ;; 5

R; Rxyz( (symVars(2) 0 0]);
elseif stage(i) .axistype ;; 6
R
Rxyz( (0 0 symVars(4)]);
else
R
eye (3);
end
% build nominal HM
stack(k) .Hnominal

HTM(R,T);

% build geometrie error HM
th ; stage (i) . errors (4: 6);
R;(1 -th(3) th(2); th(3) 1 -th(1); -th(2) th(1) 1];
stack(k) .Herror; HTM(R,stage(i) .errors(1:3));

finiteStiffness.m
The file fini teStiffness .mis the main file ofthe finite stiffness model, which invokes the required
loadcases.
1
2
3

function err; finiteStiffness(ordr,inVars,outVars,FS)
global stage; global stack; global chuck;
stageid; stack(ordr) .stageid;

4

5
6
7
8

% first,
for j
k
i

calculate moving mass
1:length(stack)
length(stack)-(j-1);
stack(k) .stageid;

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

if k >; ordr
% location current carriage
Tc; ((0 0 0.5*stage(i).carriageGeometry(3)]';1];
if j ;; 1
% top stage
Tl ; (chuck.offset '; 1];
M
stage(i) .carriageMass + chuck.mass;
T; (stage(i) .carriageMass *Tc + chuck.mass * Tl)/M;
else
% location CoG child stage
Ts; stack(k+1) .realCouple * ([0 0 0.5*stage(i) .baseGeometry(3)]' ;1 ];
HM; subs(stack(k+1) .Hnomina l,inVars, outVars);
% M and T are overwritten in these equations, but to do that,
% the previously calculated M and T are used. Their direction
% is corrected using Hnominal, which incorporates the coupling HM's
T

M

end

(stage(i) .carriageMass * Tc+ stage(stack(k+1) .stageid) .baseMass ...
* Ts + (HM*T) *M) I ...
(M + stage(i) .carriageMass + stage(stack(k+1) .stageid) .baseMass ) ;
M + stage(i) .carriageMass + stage(stack(k+1) .stageid) .baseMass ;
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62
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else
break;
end
end
% information from the mass loop: M (total mass of the load) and T
% (location of that mass)

% check for underlying stack
if ordr > 1
u = stack(ordr-1) .stageld;
prevWidth
stage(u) . baseGeometry(2);
else
prevWidth
0;
end
% determine x-offset of the stage from the coupling HM
tOffset
stack(ordr) .rea1Couple(1:3,1:3)*stack(ordr) .rea1Couple(1:3,4);
xOffset = double(t0ffset( 1 ));
% initiate variables
bLength = stage(stageid) .baseGeometry(1);
1
0.5*stage(stageid) .carriageGeometry(1);
b
0 . 5*stage(stageid) . baseGeometry(2);
m
stage(stageid) .baseMass * 9.81;
F
stage(stageid) .carriageMass * 9.81;
comVars = subs(stack(ordr) .Hnominal(1:3,4) ,inVars,outVars );
% calculate "free length" and points of application of the bearing, and
% apply loadcase. Capitol X denotes the location of the bearing from
% the left-most point of the stage, x denotes the location of the
% bearing on the "free end". Small x is negative if the bearing pad is
% on the left free end, and positive when on the right free end.

if stage(stageid) .axistype == 1 11 stage(stageid) .axistype == 2
stack(ordr) . Lr
0 . 5*bLength + xOffset
0 . 5*prevWidth;
stack(ordr ) .Ll = 0.5*bLength- xOffset
0.5*prevWidth;
X1p4
X2p3

double(0.5*bLength + comVars(1) + 1);
double(0.5*bLength + comVars(1)
1);

if X1p4 > bLength- stack(ordr) .Lr
x1p4 = -prevWidth + X1p4 - stack(ordr) .Ll;
elseif X1p4 < stack(ordr) .Ll
x1p4 = X1p4- stack(ordr) . Ll;
else
% bearing pair above supported part of the base
x1p4 = 0;
end
if X2p3 > bLength- stack(ordr) .Lr
x2p3 = -prevWidth + X2p3 - stack(ordr) .Ll ;
elseif X1p4 < stack(ordr) .Ll
x2p3 = X2p3 - stack(ordr) . Ll;
else
% bearing pair above supported part of the base
x2p3 = 0;
end
dz = loadStack(stageid,ordr,M,T,x2p3,x1p4);
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elseif stage(stageid) .axistype == 3
stack(ordr) .L = bLength- 2*prevWidth;
X1p4
X2p3

double(0.5*bLength + comVars(1) + 1);
double(0.5*bLength + comVars(1)
1);

if (X1p4 > prevWidth) && (X1p4 < stack(ordr) .L- prevWidth)
x1p4
X1p4 - prevWidth;
else
% hearing pair above supported part of the base
x1p4
0;
end
if (X2p3 > prevWidth) && (X2p3 < stack(ordr) .L- prevWidth)
x2p3
X2p3 - prevWidth;
else
% hearing pair above supported part of the base
x2p3 = 0;
end
dz = loadH(stageid,ordr,M,T,x2p3,x1p4);
else
% rotational and lift stages are not modeled here.
dz = zeros(4,4);
end
% change to parametrie errors into an error HM
% build geometrie error HM
% finiteStiffness tweak-routine
i f FS == 0

dz = zeros(4,4);
elseif FS < 5
sav = dz (FS,:);
dz = zeros(4,4);
dz(FS, :) = sav;
end
Tz
Rx
Ry

(sum(dz (:, 1), 1) +sum(dz (: ,'3), 1)) 12;
( ( sum ( dz ( : , 1) , 1 ) + sum ( dz ( : , 2) , 1) ) I 2
( ( sum ( dz ( : , 1) , 1) + sum ( dz ( : , 4) , 1) ) I 2

(sum(dz(:,3),1)+sum(dz(: ,4 ) ,1 ))12) * 1 l2ü;
(sum(dz (:, 2), 1) +sum(dz (: , 3), 1)) 12) * 1l2*b;

R=[1 0 Ry; 0 1 -Rx; -Ry Rx 1];
err = HTM(R, [O;O;Tz]);

loadH.m
The file loadH .m contains the laadcases related to H-bridges.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

function DZ = loadH(stageid,ordr,load,T,x2p3,x1p4,Ll,Lr)
global stage; global stack;
%all leadcases are defined "left to right". Hence, when x2p3 and x1p4 are
% negative (on the free "left end"), the two have to be switched first to
% resemble the "left to right" description. x2p3 is negative and x1p4 is
% positive, the carriage bridges the underlying stage. This will almost
% never happen, but is nevertheless modeled here.
%
% dz is specified in the four hearing points: dz = [dz1,dz2,dz3,dz4]

% define variables
E
stage(stageid) .baseProperties(1);
G = stage(stageid) .baseProperties(3);
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I= stage(stageid) .I ;
It = stage ( stageid ) . It;
k
stage (stageid) . bearingStiffness;
M
load * 9. 8 1 ;
stage ( stageid ) .baseMass;
m
1
0.5 *stage( sta geid ) .carriageGeometry(1);
L
stack (ordr ) .L;
0 . 5 *Stage ( stageid ) . baseGeometry (2 ) ;
b
Q
m* 9 . 81 I L;
% leadcase 2: bearing deflection
0; V = 0;

U =

F1
F2
F3
F4
F2p3
F1p4

M* ( ( l+ u) I (2* 1 )) * ( (b+V ) I
M* ( ( l+u ) I (2* 1 )) * ( (b-v) I
M* ( ( l-u l I (2* 1 )) * ( (b+V ) I
M* ( (1-u) I (2* 1) ) * ( (b-v ) I
M* ( ( l+u ) I (2d ) ) ;
= M* ( (1- u ) I (2 *1 ) );

(2 *b )) ;
(2 *b ) );
(2 *b ));
(2 *b )) ;

dz (1 , :) = [F1 F2 F3 F4 ] . l k;
% leadcase 1: bending of the base under its own weight. Only calculated for
% stages k > 1
x = [x1p4 x2p3 x2 p3 x1p4]; % x- locations of the four bearing points
dz (2,:) = (-Q *L A4) . 1( 24 *E* I ) . *((( L-X) . I L) . A2 - 2 . *((L- X). I L). A3 +(( L-X ) . I L) . A4 );
% leadcase 3: bending of the base due to the load. Only calculated for stages k > 1
dz (3, 1 ) = (F1p4* L ) I ( 6 *E* I ) . * ( (L-x1p4 ) . * ( 3 . * (x1p4. I L ) . A3 - ( (1+ 2 . *X1p4. I L ) . * (x1p4 . I L) . A3 )) + ...
x2p3. * (3 . * ( (L-x2p3) . I L ). * ( (L-x1p4) . I L). A3 ) - (1+ ( (L-x2p 3). I L )) ·* ( (L-x1p4 ) . I L ) . A3 ) ;
dz ( 3 , 2 ) = (F2p3*L)I( 6 *E* I ) .*(( L-x2p3 ) . *(3 . *( x2p3. I L) .A3- ((1 +2.*X2 p3. I L ) .*(x2p3 .I L ) .A3 )) . . .
+ (L-x1p4 )*(3*( (x1 p4 ) .I L ) . *( (x2p3 ) . I L ) . A3 ) -(1+(2 *( X1p4 ) .IL)) . *( (x 2p3 ) .I L ) . A3 ) ;
dz ( 3 , 3)
dz ( 3 , 2) ;
dz ( 3 , 4)
dz ( 3, 1 ) ;
dz (4, :)

DZ

=

zeros (1,4 ) ;

dz ;

loadStack.m
The file loadStack. m contains the loadcases related to st acks.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

func t ion DZ = loadStack ( stageid,ordr , l o ad,T,x2p 3 , x 1p4, Ll,Lr )
globa l stage; gl o bal stack;
%all leadcases are defined "left to right" . Hence, when x2p3 and x1p4 are
% negative (on the free "left end"), the two have to be switched first to
% resemble the "left to right" description. x2p3 is negative and x1p4 is
% positive, the carriage bridges the underlying stage. This will almest
% never happen, but is nevertheless modeled here.
%
% dz is specified in the four bearing points: dz = [dz1,dz2,dz3,dz4]
i f x2p3 < 0
sav = a bs (x2 p3 );
x2p3
abs (x1p4 ) ;
x1p4 = sav ;
end
% define variables
E
s t age ( stageid ) .baseProperties (1 );
G = stage (stageid) .baseProperties(3 ) ;
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so
S1
52
S3
S4

I ; stage(stageid ) .I;
It ; stage(stageid ) . It;
k
stage(stageid) . bearingStiffness;
M ; load * 9 . 81;
m
stage(stageid) . baseMass;
1
O.S*stage (stageid) . carriageGeometry (1 ) ;
Ll ; stack (ordr ) . Ll;
Lr ; stack (ordr ) . Lr;
b
O.S *stage (s tageid) . baseGeometry (2 );
Q; ID*9.81 I L1;
% leadcase 2: bearing deflection
if stage(stageid ) .axistype ;; 2
% in case of an H- bridge
U

0; V ;

0;

u
v

double (T (1,1 ) );
double (T (2,1 )) ;

el se

end
F1
F2
F3
F4
F2p3
F1p4

( (l+u ) I (2*1 )) * ( (b+V ) I
( (l+u ) I (2*1 )) * ( ( b-v) I
( (1-u ) I (2 *1 )) * ( (b+V ) I
( (1-u) I (2 *1)) * ( (b-v) I
M* ( (l+U ) I (2 *1 )) ;
; M* ( (1- u) I (2 *1 ) );

M*
M*
M*
M*

dz (1,:) ;

(2*b )) ;
(2*b )) ;
(2*b ) );
(2*b )) ;

[F1 F2 F3 F4] . I k ;

% the following leadcases do not apply to the bottorn stage
if ordr > 1
% leadcase 1: bending of the base under its own weight. Only calculated for
% stages k > 1
x ; [x1p4 x2p3 x2p3 xlp4]; % x-locations of the four bearing points
dz(2,: ) ; (-Q *LrA4 ) .1(24*E*I) . *(3-4. *( Lr-x ) . I Lr + (( Lr-x ) . I Lr ) . A4 ) ;

% leadcase 3: bending of the base due to the load. Only calculated for stages k > 1
dz (3,1 )
(( F2p3 *X2p3A3 )1( 3*E * I) + 2 *l *( F2p3 *X2p3 A2)1( 2*E* I )) + (F1p4 *X1p4A3 ) 1(3*E* I);
dz(3, 2) ; (F2p3 *X2p3A3 )1 (3 *E*I ) ;
if x1p4 > 0
dz (3, 2) ; dz (3,2 ) + (F1p4 *x1p4 A3 ) 1(6 *E* I ) * (2-3 *x2p3 l x1p4 + x2p3 l x1p4);
end
dz ( 3, 3 )
dz ( 3, 2 ) ;
dz ( 3, 1 );
dz(3 , 4 )

ss
S6
S7
S8
S9
60
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74
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% leadcase 4: torsion of the base. Only calculated for stages k > 1
phi2p3; (( F2-F3 )* b *x2p3 )I( G* It );
if x1p4 > 0
phi2p3; phi2p3 + (( F1-F4 )* b *X1p4 )I( G* It )* (X2p3lx1p4);
end
phi1p4; ((F2-F3 )* b *X2p3 )I( G*I t ) + (( F1-F4 ) *b*Xlp4 )I (G*It);

dz
dz
dz
dz

(4, 1 )
(4,2 )
( 4, 3 )

(4,4 )

phi1p4 *b;
phi2p3 *b;
dz ( 4, 2 ) ;
dz (4, 1 ) ;

else
dz; [dz ; zeros (3,4 ) ];
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end

79

% if bearing pairs where flipped, flip them back
if exist ( ' sav' )
ddz: [dz(:,2),dz(:,l),dz(:,4),dz(:,3));
dz : ddz;
end

80
81
82
83
84
85

DZ :

dz;

Appendix B

Analytica! Hierarchy Process
When a group of technically feasible alternatives has been defined, the aim is to select the top
alternative, not only based on its technica! performance, but also based on the other three business
parameters depicted in figure 1.1. A structured approach is presented here for the selection of the
top alternative based on both technica! and non-technica! aspects. Making a ciccision based on
multiple criteria (called Multi Criteria Decision Making or MCDM) has several advantages over
"normal" engineering judgment, especially for complex problems containing more criteria. T'he
advantages are summed up in the following list:
1. The overall ciccision making problem can be broken down into a hierarchy that is easier to
comprehend.
2. The use of quantifiable considerations makes it possible to express e.g. the consistency and
sensitivity of the outcome of the MCDM-method.
3. The use of quantifiable considerations in MDCM-methods makes the decision making process
transparent, which is e.g. useful when working with a team. Also, it allows the final decision
to be "rewinded" at a later point in time.
Sen and Yang [SY98] have classified MCDM-methods specifically for engineering design, and based
on this classification several MCDM-methods have been investigated. As a starting point, the
following set of criteria for a MCDM-method has been defined, based on which the selection of a
suitable method is based:
1. The MCDM-method must be simple to comprehend and use, so it is intuitive and has a low
threshold.
2. The method must camprise some sort of analysis to judge the outcome on e.g. consistency
3. The definition of relative importance between criteria must involve meaningful weighing
factors
Basedon these criteria, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most suitable MCDM-method
in the light of this report. The AHP satisfies all requirements listed, and it is commonly used in
engineering decision making [Saa94]. The AHP does have two important shortcomings, but they
can be faced quite easily when recognized. First of all, the AHP has a redundant nature, which
can result in inconsistency (e.g., when A is compared toB and A is compared to C, camparing B
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to C is redundant). Thc introduetion of a consistcncy check hclps to minimize the effects of this
redundancy. Furthermore, prefercntial independenee is considered, i.c., thc rclative importancc of
one criterium over another is assumed not to bc affccted by othcr comparisons.
The first step in the AHP is to define a hicrarchy for the problem; as an cxample, the first levels
of a hierarchy that covers the research in this report is shown in figure B.l. For each level in thc
hierarchy, the relative importance of two nodes is compared with respect to their mutual parent
node, e.g., the relative importance between product cost and development expense is determined
in the light of system feasibility. For each pair-wise comparison, the relative importance between
the two criteria i and j is expressed on a scale of 1 to 9, which reflect the following intensities:
SELECT THE MOST

MAINTENANCE

REPEA T ABILITY

PURCHASE

SPEED

DELIVERY TIMES

PROTOTYPE

TESTING

RESEARCH

tigure B.l: selection hierarchy

table B.l: scale used for cornparison [Saa.94]
Relative irnportance r
1
3

5
7
9

Description
Equally important
i slightly more important than j
i more important than j
i vcry strongly favored over j
i extremely more favorable than j

When the comparison between i and j is expressed by r, the comparison between j and i is expressed by its reciprocal. All comparisons with respecttoa certain node are listed in a comparison
table. A comparison matrix camparing the nodesin the second level of the hierarchy in figure B.1
to the top node is presented in table B.2 (using fictional values). The matrix shows for example
that product unit cost is rated slightly more important than market introduetion date with respect to fcasibility of the alternative, and product performance is rated very strongly favored over
development cxpense.
From table B.2, the rclative priority p of each of the clements can be calculated bascd on all
pair-wise comparisons. When the comparison matrix is consistent, i.e., the comparison matrix M
has one single outcome, the relative priority can simply be calculated by taking the mean of each
row, and normalizing it by the sum of all row-means. However, especially with larger comparison
matrices, some inconsistency is likely to appcar because all comparisons are made pair-wise. Thc
relative importance can than be calculated by solving the cigcnvaluc problem of the matrix:
M · {p}

=

Àmax ·

{p}

(B.l)

where Àmaxis the maximum eigenvalue of the comparison matrix and {p} is a column containing
all priority values p. Once the eigenvalue problem has been solved, the consistency of a comparison
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table B.2: comparison matrix with respect to overall feasibility
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can be validated using the Consistency Index (Cl), that is defined by Saaty [Saa94]:

Cl=

Àmax-

n

(B.2)

n-1

Where nis the dimension of M. This Cl is compared to the Cl of an equally sized matrix where
the elements are taken randomly (i.e., an inherently inconsistent matrix). The ratio between the
two is a measure for the inconsistency. For 3 x 3 matrices, this ratio should be about 0.05, for
4 x 4 matrices around 0.08, and for larger matrices around 0.1 for the comparison to be acceptable.
CI's for "random matrices" are tabulated in table B.3:
table B.3: CI's for random matrices [Slo92]

n

Cl
n

Cl

3
0.58
9
1.45

4
0.90
10
1.49

5
1.12
11

1.51

6
1.24
12
1.48

7
1.32
13
1.56

8
1.41
14
1.57

When the relative priorities of each node have been calculated with respect to their parent node,
the relative importance of a single node on the overall decision is caleulated by multiplying all
successive priorities in the respective branch of the hierarchy (e.g., the overall relative priority of
speed is found by multiplying the priorities of product performance and speed). To be able to
compare nodes with different orders of magnitudes, all values are normalized with respect to the
row sum. This is illustrated by the example in table B.l.
The full selection process is illustrated on the basis of three fictional alternatives, marked A, B
and C. These alternatives are compared based on the four parameters shown in the first level of
the hierarchy in figure B.l. Values forthese selection criteria ean be specified in two ways, namely
relative to some boundary, or as an absolute figure. For "market introduetion date", "product
unit cost" and "product performance", the values are expressed relative totheir respective lower
boundaries, e.g., for product unit cost it is specified how much cheaper a certain alternative
is compared to the maximum price. "Development expense", which is assumed to have no real
boundary in this example, is simply specified as a total amount of costs. In the AHP, bigger values
are assumed to be preferabie over smaller values. In cases where this relation is reciprocal, like
"development expense", the inverse is therefore used. In table B.5, "real'' and normalized values
are listed for the three fictional alternatives (for "product performance", wafer stage repeatability
is specified.).
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table B.4: comparison matrix with normalized priorities (Consistency Ratio: 0.073)

Market introduetion date
Product unit cost
Development expense
Product performance

table B.5:

Alternative A
Alternative B
Alternative C

1
1
1/3
7

1
1

3
5

1/5

1

3

7

1/7
1/3
1/7
1

0.140
0.198
0.054
0.607

(normalized) values for comparison of alternatives A, B and C

0.20
0.60
0.20

1
3

1

100 K
75 K
125 K

0.33
0.25
0.42

50 K
110K
60 K

0.23
0.5
0.27

0.1
0.1
0.3

0.20
0.20
0.60

The top alternative is now selected by calculating the desirability D of cach alternative, multiplying
thc normalized values in table B.5 with the normalized priorities from table B.4. The resulting
outcome is presented in table B.6:
table B.6: desirability of the alternatives
Alternative
A
B

c

Desirability
0.23
0.28
0.49

Clearly, alternative C forms the top alternative in this example. As with any ciccision making
method, the selection of the appropriate relative importanccs is the key factor that determines
this preference, which is not always straightforward. In some cases, benchmarking might form
a useful guideline; for instance, typical ranges for the rclative importance between thermal and
dynamic behavior for a certain range of systems could bc derived.

